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· City taMng bids tp.tear ·
down buiiding o~ theSriip ..
Staff reeorter
: editor@s1u.edu · ··
The: building at 518 S. Illinois Ave, has
bc:c:n called an •c:J'CSOnt by the: city and by k -:ru
merchants. Vi/hilc: the pending elimination of
the: former American Tap builqing is
as an
imprm'c:lllc:nt, it is not nc:c:c:ssarily the am: the:
Strip needs to thrive:. again.
· Leveling the building is something El Greco
c:mployc:c: Wes Shanks hopes will m>ivc: a dying
Strip. He s:ud the: building, which is adjacent to
_. his place of work, had attracted many panhandlers and stm· cats to the area.
·1t needed to be gone," Shanks s:iid. "A parking lot ,..,-ould be: the bc:st use for the building." ·
Across · the street
at Sam's Cm, 521 S.
_
:
lllinr:,is
A,:c:,. manager
~· . 't ,.~
Justin Schneider said
while the purchase
will · cut . d=n on
homdess people ·and
"Cats, he doesn't see
how it will =it:ilizc
the Strip.
-Jt~. not going to
make our business
better because the
· city bought a buildi.ilg · ·
· that they arc: probGus says:
. ably going to ht iit
there: for two yearst
Is the demolition
One hundred fifty students gqthered Sunday_ night ¥J
Schneider said. ·
crew going to get
" •
. _ •
_ . ANrniJNiSoumt..:.. DAILY~
honor the memory of fallen friend Ayesha Judkins
While no date
ticketed for
Jndkins' best friend, Talia Gilmore, sfiares·a humorous
has bc:c:n set fur the
standing
stRiy
a~out
her:
friend
.·during
Sund~y:nig!}(s memorial
stoiybyjESSICA YoRAMA
building's .
razing,
on the Strip?
service held iri Cafe Latte. - . .
:_ .
Caroon:iale Mayor
ccording to Bradley Wilkins, the posi- · an SIUC junior who was· killed by a drunk
.D.r.~ did her best not to ~y as she spoke,
Brad Cole said he would like to see the process
begin in the springtime. ·
tn-e c:ne1gy Ayesha Judkins possessed elm-er Dcc.28whileon,\IDtcrbn:akin Chic.igo. somc:thingthatwas difficultformany~ts
"Part of the 'problem ~ith this property is
was his main motivatim for attending Judkins' close mend, LaTosha·D.r.is; who wa5; ofthescnice.Asoftenasthere"= tcus,hm\~
that its beer garden has become a homcle!>S shelone of his most difficult classes. This same posi- .with her in the car at the time of the accident,· c:1,:r, there w.is laughter as mends slwed their
tn-e energy was the clming force for the appraxi- did her best to compose he=lf while =Iliog memories ofJudkins.
· .
· .
ter for people, and the basement had become a
breeding ground for C\'CI)' stray cat in Southern
mately 150 people who ventured Sunday to Cafe the night of her death.
"She: was just a \'CI)' encgttic, good person," ·
Illinois," Cole said.~ should hm-e bc:c:n done ,
Latte to remember her.
-J heard her take her last breath," s:iid Da\is, s:iid· El?ony D.r.idson, who had knmm Judkins
yeaxsago."
·
The small area of Cafe Latte prmidcd an who was the·last
to see Judkins alh~ ·
since high school "She was indescribable.'
• Cole said it~ been his goal to rid the comappropriate sr:ting for a small memorial scnice,
While hospitalized follmmg the accident,
Rougblj 25 students &igned up prior to the
munity of bilged areas and buildings.
but was not qwie large enough for all of those D.r.is s:iid · her con=ns focused immediately senice to dcsaibc their stories ofJudlans, whose
· The council ·apprm-ed the purchase of the·
who,i:ntured to the area toremembcrhci:
on· her mend. '.All J, kept asking C\·eryonc: was best mend, Talia Gilmore, desaibcd as "c:iring,
property Jan. 6 for $150,000 from Caroondale
The group of sn:dcnts and staff members in 'Hm\·s Aycslia?'They all kept tdling,Il!e; 'F~e, •. genuine and an=="
_.
·
landlord Henry Fisher. The appraised market
attendance flooded outside Cafe Latte and oa:u- fine.' They krmv she was de:ul, but they didn't.'. : ~'.Di~ ,1-ho signed Gilmore's list WO\'C. their
pied c:1= the t.hles directly outside of the area. want to tdl me because my blood Ji= was·:..
..
The: scnice honored the memoiy of Judkins, already so high."
·
·
.
See REMEMBERING, pa~e 9·
See DEMOLITION, page 12

seen

Reniert'l~ftifug:

·•· _Ayesha
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Democratic senatorial hopefuls· to debate· af Student· Center
ballro.,~

Six candidates meet
to address issues relevant
to Southern Illinois

Tuesday in SIUC. Student Center
C Pappas arid ~~o~n-fitintwill ~~le of the state."
.. .
. .
. .
and D.
.
'.
to attemi . , . • . _ .. . ... .
Candidates \\ill be allotted two minutes to
. 'l)juan Cratic, pn:sidcnt· of the _o~~ : · Crati.c said the cmironment is an ippciit:lnt · answc- a question and will not be allowed to_-:
tion, said· its· goal is to make sure C\'Cl}"One· can . part r:if pcop}e's livi:s in Southern Illinois; but he · respond to one another's comnicnts. Howe-.-cr, a,
hear fron those they arc: considering Yoting for also anrl_cipatr:s.hcildi circand the economywi)l bricfqucstion-and~s·wr:r session '\\ith thcpuhlic
instead of basing their decisio'! o~ C!ldoi:s;emci!ts also play big parts in th_c discussion. ·
will conclude the cvcning.
.. ,
andliC3IS3J',
. • _ .• :
_ '. _..
"\Vith studc:nts:gr.u!~ and looking for · .The College Democrats have spent six
Valerie N. Donnals
vdonnals@dailyegyptian.com
· "Down here in Soiuhern Illinois, _we };pow jobs and the students~?~ having a
time months preparing for the debate and estab1:i5hthc people sometimes fecl ..frustratc:d that ~•re paying for college, those.\\jll ~ the [!SSUCS] stu- ing credibility to draw the candidates downstate.
Higher education and the eamomy are likely not t:ikcri as seriously as the people in Chicago,". _dents pay close attention tot Cratic saicl :·
· They are anticipating more than 400 people to
to be: the hot topics of a Democratic scr.aro-, Cratic saicL -We ,'l'antc:d to .make sure we get the:. . · Nate Bromi, ,ice pres;dcnt of th; College attend and are hoping to attraet much of the
ml debatc:Tucsdaywhen members of the sruc· candidates down here: because'this is an impor-'.- Demoa,ats;"~~ he wilt.~ listening closely to student population. ·.
_ _ -• -_
·
College Democrats will question the hopefuls on tant part of the state, and the candidates know . carulidatcs' vi~ on ccrt:iin topics.· . :::: . : _. . - "This is a very import:mt time for Southern
topics they consider relevant to Southern Illinois. that~ well." _ . . · - .·
.·
-Tue P.atriot Act would be: something that : lllinoirnith the passing of Piul Simon,"
They ,..,ill also be: questioning siic scnato- · · Democratic candidates Gery Chico, B~ nobody wants to'go fust answering,".. Brown:C·said."Theylosttheir~andsothisis"agreat
_ml hopefuls' on Soci21_ Sccmil); in~oru4 .• ftull, P:tA H}n\:S. B ~ , 9l?m.ia. .f':la!}cy , ~d. "Pcr.;o!Jally, Ia like to see their respoqst:· , c1mta; for us to find out which candidate can
relations, the environment, . the CCOnO!ll}~ No .. Skinner and )0)1% Washington ha\"e agiecd to 'to the ea,nomy,:-:-,' who has the best ideas to. C pick up the ton:h that P.iul Simon lcftf?r.us in
.... ;~µft Behind and thePatriot-!\,ct at7~ ... pµtjcipate in the event. FdlowJwpefuls Maria get Southern Dlinois back in.shape as the rest making Southenilllinois
c'
~
•:~-•:•.•.•···•·❖ •.•••
<; ....... u ~··· •.•
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NEWS

Today

Blagojevich names
Poshard to BOT .

NAACP SIUC thapter
•·
Meeting
.
6p.m.
Kaskaskia Room, Student Center

Glenn Poshard, former vice chancellor for

DUI&
Criminal
Defense in
Southern
Illinois

529-0956

~~~o:

THE 5 SECRETS TO

Banu Gibson and her band, New Orleans Hot Jazz,
by

ductor of the Southern lllinois Civic Orchestra. Tickt'.s
arc S19 for adults, S13 for senior citizens (55+) and
children under 15. The Shryock Auditorium box office
is open weekdays from 8 a.m. until 4 p.m. To c!iarge
by phone, please call 618-453-ARTS (2787).

: Why eating fat doesn't make you fat. ~ ·_'.·.··
• How to reduce your chance of
J:(
breast cancer by 70%.
i
• How to regain your energy and
; •
. vitality.
and much. much more!

Based on the best-selling books
"Sugar Busters" and "Tire Zo11e Diet."

~

Sponsored by the Doctors' Speakers Bureau
When: Carbondale Civic Center ·
Where: Wednesday, Jan. 21 @ 7 p.m.

~

Guest Speaker: Dr. Brian Bird

Clouds

Tunes of clouds
and sun

J.E.:ml l!m.tt

fm!illmm

Sun lollowed 't1f

Seating is Limitecl. Cal/for Resermtions.

529-0921

Illinois Weather

--

ONLY. . !I::
:
i
i

.,
>

· American Red Cross
Blood drive
.
·
9 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Carterville High School, Carterville

. · ntursday

Last day to drop a course to be
eligible for a credit or refund
Last day to withdraw from the University with a full ref~nd
SIU Aikido dub
Free/open demonstration
.
7 p.m.
.
Martial Arts Room, Recreation c1:nter

;~~oJ.~~
J~:. ~~u!~\:1~~~0:u=~~~~J!t~~r!Jil
be led Jonathan Lam; associate and principal con-

-

Wednesday

SIUC Theater Department
Open auditions ·
7p.m.
·
·
Mcleod Theater, Communications .Juilding

,

SI Symphony Orchestra,
Banu Gibson tc, perfonn
at Shryock Auditorium

COMMUNITYWORKSHOP ON

For pick-up or
delivery only

American Red Cross
Blood drive
3to7p.m.
. .
Jackson County Farm Bu,reau, Murphysboro

The carbondale Police Department is taking applications for the Citizen Police Academy. Classes begin
Feb. 11 and will run for 11 consecutive Wednesdays.
except for SIUC spring break week. dasses are schedul~d from 6 to 9 p.m. There will also be two Saturday
morning dasses. Each week focuses on a different

1

$919

City Council
Meeting
7 p.m.
Carbondale Civic Center

Carbondale Police taking
applications for free
citizens police training

;:r~o~~n':J~ /!er~fJean~~in!i,;~~ 4~r~i;
for the dasses.

.. -

. Spt,,':~t~M;~~~ tf:;,~~on
Furr Auditorium, Pulliam Hall Room 42

. ..

in ~J~:i~;sth~e~~~!s t~hi~~\!,~~~ec!~i~::r~
Police Officer Dan Reed at 457-3200, ext 428· or
Carbondale Police Sgt. Don Priddy at 457-3200,
ext ·435, Applications are also available at the ,

www.salukilawyer.com

,

Southern Illinois Repertory Dance Theater

:~~~~? btca~b~~d:~e :ir:ert~Wic~~a:~d :U!i~:
instructors. ·

Located near
campus on East
Grand Ave.

..

SIUC Theater Department
Open auditions
7p.m.
Mcleod Theater, Communications Building

:~:~n~t~l~oai ~:SSh!!:f,~i~t;t~oa:~!;~~ :~:bde:~
associated with the University from 1966 until his
retirement in July. He has also served as a state senator
and member of the US. House of Representatives. .
Once approved by the Illinois Senate, Poshard wi!!
fill one of the four vacant seats left by members who
have resigned or whose terms expired last January.
Administrators are expecting the remaining three ·
· seats to be filled by the time the board convenes for
its February meeting.

POLICE REPORTS
No Items to report.

CORRECTIONS
In the Jan. 16 issue of the DAILY EGYl'!WI, the feature photo
caption on Page 10 misspelled the name of Golgotha
Tattoos. The DAILY ECYPlWl regrets the error.
. Readers who spot an error should contact the DAILY
ECYPTIAN accuracy desk at 536-3311 ext 253.; ·

rFrl

FRIDAY

1,$~1

SATURDAY

Flurries possible

MosUycloudy

Times of clouds
and sun

~

Almanac

&:mlllmm
National Cities

Nrws
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Research grants .meet, exceed South~1·n ~lt 150 ,goals
Koropchak ;ays h~
.
.
believes trerid in
research development
\vill continue. to rise
Rachel Lindsay

·

rlindsay@dailyegyptian.com

Research and dc:velopment at the University
has fullen in line with plans outlined in Southern
at 150, which was officially completed less than
a}earago.
Recently compiled data for fiscal }'Car 2003
shows the increase in tot.ii research and dc:velopmcnt award dollan corresponds \\'ith the
plan's goal ~ become one of the top 75 research
institutions by 2019.
Gains at both the state and federal IC\-cls
\'Crgcd on or .exceeded the 11 percent and 13 ·
percent increases aimed for in the document. .
"Those IC\els of grw. th are compar.ible to
the levels ofgrowth ,,e\-: seen fora couple years
now; said John Koropchak, vice chancellor for
Research and OC\'Cloprnent. "\Ve seem to be
moving in the right diiection.•
Total gr.int and contra1.'t amounts increased
from $61.4 million in fiscal }'Car 2002 to
S62 million in fiscal }'Car 2003, according to
statistics compiled by Research Publicttions
Coordinator l\laril}it Davis. Although this. is
only an mcrall increase of just mer 1 percent,
the lc:vel of funding increased 10 percent at the
state IC\-cl to S12.2 million and 20 percent at the
federal lc:vel to S11.3 million.
According to information on the Research
and DC\'Clopmcnt \\ebsitc, chis is a jump of 55

fu~:~- .~~k

•

.

Increases In federal and state
funding for research grants have
met goals for Southern at 150,
the· administration's vision for
the carbondale campus in 2019•
Sources of funding for research
at SIU Carbondale:

10%: Industry S3.17 million
4%: Foundation Sl.18 million
11%: Other $3.31 million
Total: $31.2 million
Source: Office of the vk.e chanallot
tor Research
graduate dean

0.. u

am

MHn"""" -

O••<T E,,.,.,.,.N

appear clown bca.usc people pay their bills late,"
Koropchak said. "But it might be that we'll ha\'C
a big boom at the beginning of the next fiscal
)'Car,

•

"The bottom line is that last }'Car\\.S on target
with what our Southern at 150 goals \\ere."

Local groups
push council
to oppose
Patriot Act

breakfast
at Grinnell
SIU students
remember life and
legacy of slain civil
rights leader

Staff reporter

editor@s1u.edu

Kate Galbreath
kga!breath@dailyegyptian.com

._ ...................,...,_._,

Res~~rch dolla'rs

J:~~! .

Annual
King

Kevin Cokley had o~e on
Monday q11estion for the
crowded dining room of
Grinnell Hall :
•Howlong?9
The roo=-n responded with
a resounding cry.
•Too long!•
The famous mantra of
Martin Luther KingJr. served
as a· reminder to all involved
that nearly 36 years had
passed since the assassination
of the civil rights leader and
.. the true reason students had
the day off of school. . ·
The 21st annual Rev.
Martin L. King Jr. Memorial
Breakfast commemorated the
national holiday and birthday
of King, and was sponsored
by the Carbondale Branch
of the National Associate
. for the Advancement of
Colored People. The theme ·
for this · year's breakfast
was •Remembering Our
Children:
In. celebration · of the
theme, local Girl Scout troops
and youth choirs participated
through acting, readings,
song :ind.a flag s:ilute.
·
The breakfast opened with
the benediction gi\'en by the
Rev. Christopher Michael
Barnes. Then the audience
joined h:inds and sang . the
go~pel clas.sic,,, ~Lift Every
Voice and Smg. : ,
S_everal . notable speak-

;c:~;

percent in the past tl~ years f~~~drai
s:tld h~ bclic\'CS the rccen;
mg.
•, ccss IS m:unly due to increased effort of faculty
Although the increase in state funding fell _memben.
. .
just shy of the 11 percent goal, Koropchak said
•If we're increasing the b-cl of 1,=ts, it's
the dollar diffc:rcnce was small enough thatit bca.usc our faculty are bcing more and more·
was virtually the same
·
successful at getting th~ gnnts," he said. •part
as meeting the goal.
, , "Those
of it may be that we're hdping them more. Part
· of it may be that things like Southern at 150
•It nukes me really
optimistic about the levels of growth provide more motivation.•
· future,• he said. ''W: are comparable
He said the clear goals and targets might be
have tough budget
h I I f encouraging faculty mcmben to S1:bmit propostimcs, and despite that, to t e eve S O
a1s more frequently, proportiot':.tdy raising their
chances of success.
our faculty are able to growth we've
rise to the occasion and
seen for a
· The increase in research dollan should boost
continue to progress
the Unh-cnity's rank, although Koropchak said
and imprm'C. It's cxcit- couple years . this might not happen for a number of years
ing."
now. We seem sincerankingsarebascdonhowmuchmon,:yis
.. Over.ill, funding for t b
• •
spent, not how much is awarded.
·
research alone increased O e mOVI ng m
•Eventually it must affect our rankings," he
from S28.3 million to
the right
said. "But when you see the rankings imprme
S31.2 million. This is a
direction."
is less certain.·
10 pcrc-"-•lt increase over
, ,
The most recent statistics rclcascd by the .
b.;t }ear's funding. But _ _ _ _ _ _ _ National Science Foundation for fiscal year
despite the increase,
2001 rank SIUC 1().;rh among public unh-cnithe number of people
for Research and
tics and 145th m=ill.
•
receiving
funding
Develpment
Koropchak said he hopes the s~tcgic hires
decreased from the last
will have an impact on this year's numben,
fiscal year.
which arc down compared to this time last
Funding dollan at the gnduate and under- year.
·
According to Koropchak. the reduced
gnduatc IC\-cls ·also decreased, although the
number of acthe projects increased from 995 amounts could be the result of federal budget
to 1,019.
problems, which might cause sponsors to wait
A report prepared by the Washington to release approved money until they were sure
Advisory Group, an outside evaluation group, of their mvn funding and lat~ pa}ments from
said meeting the deadline for Southern at 150 the state.
will be difficult but not impossible•. Howe\'er,
He said this shoulll not affect the m-cr.ill
Koropchak said SIUC has been increasing total for fiscal year 2004, although that i~ a
research funding at a steady pace fJr the past possibility.
·
fC\v years.
"What it might mean is that thi~ year might

STIPt!ANIE MOSIR - OAllY E<.mWI

Dr. Kevin Cokley, an associate of professor of counseling psychology at SIU, speaks at
the 21st Annual King Breakfast. The breakfast was W.unday morning in Grinnell Hall and
was sponsored by the Carbondale branch of the National Associate of the Advancement
of Colored People.

While the Carbondale City Council agenda
for Tuesday night's meeting is slim, four local
groups are bringing their own issue of the U.S.A.
Patriot Act up for community &cussion.
Four civic organizations - the Shawnee
Green Party, the Peace Coalition of Southern
lllinois, the Southern Illinois chapter of the
American Ci\'il Liberties Union and the
Southan lllinois
will rcq=t
the city council adopt a resolution opposing the
abuses of the Patriot Act.
The proposed resolution states that catain
sections of the Patriot Art \iolate the F'trst and
Fourth amendments to the Constitution through
the expansion of the gmemment's ability to wire-·
· • · t:tp telcpho=, monitor e-mail communications,
SUI\"C}' medical, financial and student records.and
secretly enter hotr:s and offia::s without custom•
ary agministratiy-c; m-crsight. . . . .. . . . .
Since Carbondale has a di\'ersc population,
including noµ•citizens, the proposed resolution
directs the.citj· to re-assert its commitment to
protect the F'mt Amendment and due process
rights of all persons in the city, whether they arc
U.S. citizens or not.
A copy ofthe resolution was sent to the mayor
and all council mcmben and can be acccsscd
at
http://www.gcocitics.com/shanttgrccnl
c:ubonda.html
On the City Council agenda is a resolution to
either 3PPl'O\'C or deny a special use permit for a
home museum in the R. Buckrninster and Anne
Hcwlctt Fuller Dorne at 407 S. Forest Ave.
On · Oci 7, the ~cil apprmed the
Buckminstcr-Fullcr. Dorne as a Carbondale
Landmark. It is the intention of the RBF Dome
Board to' l1='C the home in accordance
with the Dcp:u tmcnt of Interior Standards for
Pi=-ation of Historic Buildings. -· _ ·
.·
Upon completion of the· home's restoration,
the board would 1ila: to open the dome home_ as

Llbcrtanans -

ers were present, including for musical genius and com, , We should not take
University Provost and Vice mented on the inappropriate
our community for
Chancellor John Dunn and glorification.
granted, or they will be
Carbondale Mayor • Brad · · Another important issue
taken from us."
Cole.
raised was the potential closCokley, a recently pro- ing of the Eurma G, Hayes
moted associat_c professor Center.
.
of counseling "psj-i:hology :ii · • Cokley warned the audiSIU and the keynote speaker, ·ence to be aware and actively ness and a celebration of the
deli\'ered the main message of support the center.
life of King.
•we. should not take our
Prior to the breakfast,
the breakfast. He paralleled
King's teachings with the community resources for the NAACP sponsored ·the
present state of the nation, granted, or they will be ta.ken annual_ essay contest for
Carboudale public school
criticizing the policies of from us; he s:11d.
The
selection
titled students · from preschool
President Geor~e W. Bush
and many prominent conser- •women
Behind
· the to 12th grade with the
vatives. Cokley recited · the Movement• included speech- lheme of "Brown v. Board of
first few lines of the infamous cs given by young women Edu,ation. •
Ml have :i dream• · speech characterizing famous female
The winners were asked
and spoke of the· continuing civil rights leaders including to read their pieces before the
injustice facing blacks e\'en to Coretta Scott King and Betty audience.
this day.
Shabazz.
The youngest division
· •They think everything is
The work of Shabazz, the .drew pictures consistent with
all right; he began,· •well, wife of Malcolm X, was also . the theme in lieu of writing.
take a look around at our big mentioned in the keynote Cokley left the breakfast with
cities:
·
address.
a warning to all, both white
• Cokleyspokcofthedecline ~ •Like MalcolmX, she was and blacks.
of awareness of the nation and absolutely brilliant in 'point•Some of us arc asleep in
the need to reinstitute King's ing out the con'tradictions of ·Carbondale, but we need to.·
amuseum.
,
wake up· real soon, or we can
values into everyday .life. He our society; said Cokley.
The Carbondale City Cour.cil meeting will be
gave the example of the recent . · . The breakfast served as lose :ill of the things Dr. King
NAACP nomination of R.. both a reminder to attendees ·worked so hard for,'! he said; · ~, · ~ at 7 p.m.: tonight in the City Council Charnhcrs, .
· , 200 S. Illinois Ave.,
Kelly for an Image ·Award· of the need for social awate-

,.............. ~,____._ .............. ---•--.•· -· ----- , __ ,.._ -~ ----·- ., •• __ ·--···' .
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Illinois

to create master police file

11200 state agencies
•
•
to share 1nformat1on

Bethany Krajelis
·
bkrajelis@daily~o.m._

Wgr.,dnesday
ili~ffrafts

What's up with
this weather?
Fincl out with the Daily Egyptian's new weather page!
- 5-day forecast
sunrise and sunset times
- regional weather
national maps moon phases
• , • •• •·
- local almanac

I f. ; now Open!

Sl&J~
:

C§reat
~

3Q..m:~am
l1f\!lml~
;4pm-10pm

l
IRISH UB! @1! ~ P=----_

·

,

351-7271

·I

They take your liccr.se :ind w,j]:
back to the squad cu-. They check }'OUI
rcconl for outstuu!ing w:ur.ints and
arrests. Now, Illinois police offices .,.,ill
lm-c the technology to better search
for personal informatii:m lli t l ~
nicknames and airne patterns th.-ough
a stt!t:\,idc dattbasc S)"ltcm.
The new S\'Stffll, Illinois Citiun
and Law Enfun:cinent Analysis and
Reporting S)-stcm (I-CLEAR), "ill
make Illinois the first state in the nation
to create a single datibasc tlut\\ill allow
police officers to· slurc: information to
more dfcctn'I:!) soh-c airncs.
. Rick Hector, Illinois Sttte Police
Master Sc:Ji,=t, said the I-CLEAR
S)'Stcm, which was un\'ciled Jan. 7,
would make a huge diffi:reno.: in the
amount ofinfonnation tlut c:m b.: CIS·

Next to Lewi.,; PnrkApt."-

ilyacccsscdbyofficcrs.
"I-CLEAR ,,ill allow rlep:utments

to share information, whereas now, tlut

doesn't happen," Hector said. ''We )\ill
ha\'!: more information for all Illinois
policeoffia:rstousc."
The new li)'Stcm ,\ill build on the
Chicago Police's existing CLEAR
S)'Stcm and the Illinois Sttte Police's
LEADS S)'Stcm to create the I·
CLEAR S)'Stcm.
The stare....idc datibasc "ill take
three ycan to link the 1,200 la N
caforcnnent ~-encies in Illinois to a
single datah.>•.: "ith the hoi,e ofinclud·
ing other Mic!wcst Sta~ in the ncufuture.
The Illinois Stare Police \\ill prmidc
S25 million for funding through its
LEADS maintcunce fund. The state
rolice and Chicago police lm-c been
working for the past year on the S}'Stcm,
which stemmed from the CLEAR S)'S·
tern started by Chicago four>= ago.
The existing CLEAR S)'Stcm allows
Chicago police officers to search for
suspects based on char.u:tcristics, such as

oounttyoforigin,,-duclcmake.,'Chiclc
modclandothcrchar.!ctcristicsav.tiL.hle
in thedattbasc.
· .
"Basicall); the I-CLEAR S)'Stcm
will bring in analyti_c:il tools, such i~
mapping airnes and things of tlut
nature, to &01''!: airnes more dfrctn'I:!);"
Hector said.
·
Prior dat.ibascs in Illinois were fun.
itedtooutstandingw:ur.intsand;.rrests.
I-CLEAR will include airne pattans,
tr.r.-cling gangs, terrorist threats and the
characteristics of suspeas.
Combining the cxi.~ S)".,tcms ,\ill
dectronically gcnm.te "in\'cst:g:ltr.-c
alcns" throughout the datibasc \\nen
sµspicious :ictr.ity occurs in connection
with homeland securil):
Hector said the S)'Stcm is offered to
all sttte law enfora:ment agencies tlut
wish to participate an<l "ill C\=rually
be offered C\'Cl)'~herc.
Ste\-c Oaurn, Carbondale Police
lntairn Chict; said he is unsure if ICLEAR would come to the Carbondale
Police because the nC\v S)'Stcm is still in
the pbnning stages.

Globe--trotting journalists to discuss
.social issues, globalization Wednesday
Jane Huh
jhuh@dailyegyptian com

i~.-'
.'/~ da.ys a
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Richard C. Longworth has been
to more than 75 countries on fh-c
continents. But \\'ednesday marks
his first \isit to Carbondale, where he
will lecture on globalization as pan
of a series for the College of !\ lass
Communication and Media Arts.
Longworth, a lifelong journalist,
will speak at 4 p.m. \Vednesday at
the Dean's Conference Room in the
· Communications Building. The lecture is open to the public.
"There's no other individual that
we can have down in Carbondale
who knows more about globalization and the economic impact on
globalization than [Longworth],"
said \Villiam Recktenwald, a lecturer in the School ofJournalism.

Longworth recently retired from
the Chicago Tribune, where he has
worked since 19i6. His series on the
political strains between the United
States and Europe was a Pulitzer
Prize finalist for international
reporting. Prior to the Tribune, he
worked as a foreign correspondent
for United Press International.
Longworth now sen-cs as the
executive director of the Global
Chicago Center, a project under
the Chicago Cc,uncil on Foreign
Relations. The Center works to
raise awareness among Chicagoans
about the impact of globalization
on the city.
Longworth will speak about the
current . phase of globalization as
· opposed to· a decade ago and the
·dangcn of a global economy. ·
He said he would delve into what

We gua1·ante,/
·; th~ lowest prices
r'/ff!~ eyeglasses
_ ·:.,J,:l ~he. United
\/ · States!

could be done to ensure globalization has a positi\'c effect.
·
Glol<!ization , today affects
nearly C\-cry area of daily !ife for
Americ.1ns, from immigration to the
education system to the job market,
he said.
"I'm willing to bet that immigration is changing :he life in
Carbondale,• Longworth s'lid.
Longworth strongly encourages
journalism students, regardless of
tl cir specialization, to study intc,national affairs and economics so
as to best inform· the public about
current events. The vc:teran journalist notes a lack of understanding of
international affain in reporting.
•If we are living in a global
society, if our rcaden arc thing in a
global society, we have to explain our
world to them,~ Longworth said.

Orientation Meeting:·
Wcdncsday,J.:in. 21, 2004
12pm -12:SOpm
Fancr H.:ill, Room 3514
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Bush to deliver
State of Union
G. Robert Hiilman
The Dallas Morning News

CHucx 1<£Nl'ltDY - KRT

Presidi!ntial hopeful Sen. John· Kerry, D-Mass., speaks with Webster County Democrats at Iowa
Central Community College in Fort Dodge, Iowa.·
. .

Republicans show up for cat1cuses
Susannah Rosenblatt
Los Angeles Times
DES
MOINES,
Iowa
(LAnVP) - With all of the hullabaloo accompanying the Dcmocr.1tic
caucuses in Iowa, it was easy to forget
about those other low;,ns, the ones),iu
ha,'Cfl't been h.:aring much about lately
- Republicans.
'
l\lore than 600,000 strong s:ate\\ide, a fraction of Iowa's l'C'0>istered
Republicans .3lso caucused l\lond:y
night, drawing nearly a dozen GOP
luminaries to the state to boost support for the party- and for President
Bush.
The Republican leaden dcs<.nding
on Iowa this ,Vttk, which included
Republican National Committee
Chairman Ed Gillespie ar.d former
New York l\fa)1>r Rudy Giuliani,
arc here to remind \,iten that "while

the Democrats bclie\'c that Iowa's
important in Jamr.tr}; we bclim:
Iowa's important in NO\'Cfllbcr," said
Sen. Rick Santorum of Pennsyh-ania.
Smtorum met with state Republican
leaden and spoke to caucus-goers in
Dubuque on Monda):
"This is a S\ruig state _ that th:
president narrowly lost in 2000; this is
one that we ha\-c no intention oflosing
this time," Santorum said.
Although Bush's ,ictoiy in the
caucuses w:1s a foregone conclusion,
Republicans at Monday's caucuses
allotted ddcgatcs to the county con\'Cfltio:-.s, threw support behind candidates in local races, and discussed
platform planks to be debated there.
This )'Cal"S Republican caucuses
might not h:.i,-c bcc.:i as exciting as
other, more contcSted races, but they're
still important for the part); said Kristin
Scuderi, communications director for

the Republican Party ofIO\va.
"One thing that really motn;.tes
Oowans to attend the caucuses) _
arc all these ncgatn-c attaci<s from the
Dcm=ts," Scuderi said. "I think that
motivates people to get them out and
\'Oluntccr their time for the president_
getting geared up for this race that we'II
f.u:c in the upcoming )'Cal"."
Tum:iut will p,ob:ibly be IO\\'CI"
this )'Cal" than in ye.us in which s..v-ru
Republicans battled for the nomination, Scuderi said.
Senate l\lajority Leader Bill Frist
of Tennessee and House Majority
Leader Tom Delay of Texas aL<o arc
here to keep party mor.tle high amid
:he Dcmocntic candidates' attacks on
the GOP.
Im,;. Republicans "arc tin:d ofi.=ing the man they like getting beat up as
badly as~ has been by the other side,"
Santorum said.

WASHINGTON
(KRT)
- President · llush \\ill step into a
bully pulpit uniquely ~ own Tuesday
night, cager to off'er an clc:ction·}'C:lr
agenda and contrast himself \\ith · the
Democrats fighting to unseat him.
In his State of the Union address
to a joint session of Congress,' aides 5:1);
the Republican president \\ill talk of a
countty still at war and a =,:ring
economy still in need of a boost. Yet,
they add. he's intent on being poqtn-c
and optimistic.
"I twill be a forwml-looking speech,
but also one that takes stock of our
aa:ompli:hments," said White House
communications director Dan Bartlett.
"We're meeting a lot of important his·
torical tests."
Already, tho-JV), Dcmocr.1tic
congressional leader.. h:n-c rushed to
criticize, dcli,."Cing their O\\'O State of
the Union report four days ahead of
the president.
"Sadly, if past is prologue,· dcclarcd
House Minority Leader :,fancy Pdosi,
D-Cali£, "the president's speech \\ill
be another missed opportunity to
off'cr the lcadmh:p worthy of a great
nation and an agenda that addresses
the urgent priorities of the American
people."
The political battle lines lm'C been
long dmm. And in the nC\-er-=ding
one-upmanship of politics, the timing of the president's speech - a day
after the presidential caucuses in IO\\"J.
and a week before the primary in NC\v
Hampshire-\\ill afford him a primetime opportunity to distinguish himself
from the Democrats in the throes of
red· hot race to ch:illcnge him in his
quest for a second tam.
The Constirution requires that the
president, "from time to time," report to
Congrcss on the S1:1fe of thc llllion. But

no dates and ether details arc mandated, t.'1ough in recent times presidents
. ha\-c addressed Congress early in the
year. And .,.ith fellow Rtpubllcans controlling both the House and the Senate,
Bush had plenty of help in scairing an
advantageous dat""This turned our for both our sake
and their sake to be the right daJ(
said a senior administration official,
who discussed preparatior.s for the
president's speech on the condition of
anonymity.
Bush "ill ignore his m'll Democrats
by name and amid the blatantly partisan rhetoric of an election year, the
.ifficial said, declaring Arncriuns "ill
be tuning in Tuc.cday night - not to
hear a speech about "presidential p<>litics,• but rather one about the state cf
the union.
Nonetheless, one contrast will be
quite ol:n.ious: Bush \\ill ha\-c a nation\\ide tdc\ision audience of millions; 1-.is
11\":US\\illnot.
The president plans to speak for
about an hour, starting fu.t \\ith the
ongoing war 2gain,,t tcmnism, partial·
larly the U.S.-lcd occupation of Iraq,
then shilnng to the economy and other
domestic issues.
l\fany of the main thanes ,,ill be
familiar. the official S:lid: Stay the co=
in Iraq. tighr:n homeland sccurit); and
bolster the =i:ring c:conomy by
making the new 10-}'C:lr tlX ruts per·
mar.en:.

The president is also .:xpcctcd to
his 2000 campaign plank to
ch:.ngc Soci:il SCOIIlt)" to ..llow \\'Orkas
to c.umark some of thci: !Y.)TOll
for iJ I the stock m.'U'kct.
Hush has often mentioned such
a mO\e, but the public appetite for
it diminishai greatly after the stock
market, already heading dO\m ...;th the
collapse of many high-tech \'Cflturcs,
plummeted after the Sept. 11, 2001,
attacks.
I'C\To'C

=

Bombing aimed at Muslim prefect 'Yorsens Middle East tensions
Sebastian Rotella
Los Angeles Time~

The attack fed an edgy political mood on a. crship a sentiment of di\'crsity that is alx:olutdy
\\"CCkcnd when l\luslims across France n.arched indispcns;iblc."
to protest a proposed law that ,md ban girls
With rq;ional clcctions approaching in March,
PARIS (LAnVP)-Pollticaltcnsionsmu fiom wearing the lsl.unic \'Ci] in school The the debate O\U the ,'Ci! has reignited a simmering
I.bn, inrq;ration :md c:xm:mism i.'I Fra,1ce \\'Ors- bombers apparently singled out Dcrmouchc brew of issues related to the struggle to integrate
cned Monday in the aftermath of a bomb attick because he is a pctcnt 5>mbol The gm-crnment Furopc's J:ugc:,t Muslim population, which is
targeting the nat:Jn's Mt Muslim imrr.lgrant to porttaj'!; his break-mrough appointment as a model hrl;;::.lr of North African origin.
become a rq;ional administrator:
of the French approacli to assimilating minorities
The lsLunic community is di\idcd O\'CI" the
Frencl1 lead= condemned the bombing in based on merit r.i.tl1er than affim1.1tn'C-:lction st)ic campaign to eliminate religious· 5>mbols from
Nantes that destroyed_ the parked car of ,\issa criteria.
schools, an official response to fears that fun"The attack of which he was ;i, ,ictim \\"J.S · damentalist Muslims arc dClljing basic rights
Dcrmouche, an Ali;crian·born, 57-ycar-cld educator who last week \\"J.S appointed to the cm-ctcd particularly odious,• said Interior l\fmistcr to \\'Omen and endangering France's secular
•. post of regional prefect. No one \\"J.S hurt in the Nioolas SarKOZ); who held a pm-.ui: meeting \\ith tradition. Muslim groJps aligned \\ith Prcsidcr.t
attack early Sunda}: Im ::stigators said the most Dcrmouche after a gathering of prcfccts that had Jacques Chir.ic's center-right administration back ·
likely culprits wert fu-,ight c:xm:mists or lsLunic . been scheduled before the bombing. SarKOZ)· said his initiatn'C, but they are opposed by lsLunic ·
fundamentalists.
Dcrmouche •gr.'CS our public administrali\'C lead- COll5cr\"J.!n'CS, some of whom clunted anti•JC\\ish

slogans during the weekend marches.
Renewed conflict O\U immigrants and rcllgion could cnh:.ir1ce the s=igt1i of the fur.right
National Front Party in tl,le coming elections.
The National Fror.t, which blames immigrants
for crime, 11ncmp"1ment and other woes, upset
the mains:=rn Sxclists in the tirst-rour.d of last
}car's presidential elections and remains an eketor.tl force despite its nco-Fascist reputation and
lack of p.trli:unentary rcprescntition.
·
The predawn bombing in Nantes seemed to
be more an act of intimidation than a true assassination attempt. But officials \\"Cre alarmed by
the targeting of a prefect, an official who controls
most national gm-crnment scniccs in his tcrritot):

Bush 'not one cf my favorites,'
~ontest winner says·
(lAlWP) - The ima~~ are dark and moody, and in them. baby-faced children mcp
office Hooo, wash dishes in an industrial kitchen and handle duties on an assembly fine.
The ,idco, ac=p,mied by a melancholy guitar soundtrack, is hauntir.g but initially
:~~~;;,~ff~~d:fi~~bi 1a:iri~~"J!fil~ears on a black scrE,en: "Guess vmo's

Pa/'=i1g;a:~~rihe~=:,~~::J;;=tc~~~~

It is scheduled to be broadcast on national television during the pn'Sidenrs Stale of the

Union address Tuesday and the SUj>er l30'M on Feb. 1.
·
·
·.
Eli Pariser of MoveOn.org. a grass-roots organization that uses the Internet to draw
attention to Bush administration poficies it opposes. said Fisher's entry cfrstinguished itself , ,
by its beauty and a mes.sage that went beyond "politics as usual" .
· ·.
·.·
Fisher, aeati'le director at an advertising agemy. said he was raised in a Repub6c.an · ·
household, but had been "politic.ally apathetic" unbl the 2000 election. .
"The president is not one of my fawrites,• he said .
.· : . ·
:· , Finafists in the ad contest c.an be 'Jil'Wed at www.bushin30sea>nds.org; -

BEIJING (lJ.lWP)-A ~enior Chinese official rejected the new wording of a rcf-

:~~hd~:st:~!~~:~s/~~:~~i~:0:n~I~ ~. ~:~:r~n~~~ah~e.tr~~t~tl-h~ ~r.~~
would respond ;f the self-governing island goes ahead with the vote.
·
The statement was the first by a Chinese leader on the subject since Taiwanese
President Chen Shui-bian, under pressure from the United States, announced Friday
that he was changing the questions he intends ID put on the balloL
Chen oriiinally proposed asking vmether Taiwan· should demand that China
remove the estimated 500 missiles it has aimed at the island. After the Bush administration aiticized the ballot question as meaningless and dari6erous. Chen said he
would ask voters vmether Taiwan should buv more advanced W1?apons if China refuses
to withdraw its miSSJ1es, and vmether the island should tr,- to open talks with Beijing.
Tang Jiaxuan, a former Chinese foreign minister vmo now holds the title of state
councilor, said the March 20 rel!!rendum, "no matti?r how it is pJckaged _ will
onl-( cause confrontation and animosity between the two sides, aggravate already
strained aoss-strait relations and push them further to the brink of d.anger:' -'.

MISSION STATEMENT
The DAILY EGYPTIAN, the student-run newspaper of SIUC, is commined
to being a trusted source of news, information, commentary ani; ·
public discourse while helping readers understand the issues affecting their lives:
PAGE
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Money spent is
betrayal of community
One hundred fifty thousand dollai-s to a connctcd felon was not a good
move. There has to have been others in the city of Carbondale who were willing to purchase the property and would not have tiaJ to pay that ridiculous
amount.
Cecil Appraisal appraised the property at 518 S. Illinois A\·e, form.:rl)•
known as The Tap, on Nov. 12 for $39,000. Convicted child molester Henry
Fisher, the O\mer of the property - which has been \'3cant since he acquired it
in 1995 - only paid $45,000 for it. Th.:se numbers are just too ridiculou'..
Apparently Fisher did not want to sell but to avoid legal proceedings agreed
to. Any sane person would see they could take advantage <>f the opportunity
and make money - which is exactly what he did. He knew the city wanted the
property, so he was able to run d1e price as high as possible.
Now, on top of paying for the property, the city is going to have to pay to
demolish the building in preparations for sale of the land. This is golng to take
more money away from the city and variou~ projects that could be done.
In ~layor Brad Cole's State of the City address, he said the building is an
eyesore and blight to the do,mtown scene that deters new business. This is
true, but was there any other w.iy to get the property from Fisher without having to p;1y the outlandish amount?
Ifhc acquired the property in 1995 and it has been vacant since, maybe the
city ~h;;uld have steppt"J in earlier and tried to do something about it.
To know the city is doing business with Fisher is unsettling. He is currently
s.:ning a 12 ,rear ser cnce for sc.IDal assault on a 12-y.:ar-old girl, yet he continues to be o:1e of the main property owners in Carbondale.
While the city's intentions are honor.ible, the amount it took to get the
pro~rty is sickening. Is this the type ot messzge we want to send to prospective
property owners? Do we want them to know they can do a crime, h'O to jail and
still make money from the city? ·

It takes a village
It take~ a \illage to raise a child. Money docs not raise children;people do,
and taking a\\'3}' a tool suc!1 as the Eurma Hayes Child Care Center, which
provides children \\ith a necessary outlet after school, is going to throw a serious
wrench inro the mechanism of child-rearing thro•1gh community involvement.
\Vhen a community refuses to continue to raise its children, where do those
children go?
No matter the actual enrollment at the centc:, the fact remains children utilize it Jnd parents pay homage to the center's
feasibility. Enrollment numbers have not slid;
Rejecting 47 children social reform has caused a once-important
function of community nurturing to scale back
on the bas1.s numbers. With strict guidelines prohibiting the
of monetary losses is once mostly student population from using the
not an image of a center - the 1996 welfare reform restricted
conscientious town. parents who wr.rc attending college to receive
child-care assistance from the state - it'·• no
wonder enrollment would go down a little.
The city of Carbondale n.eeds to uphold
the image of being a to-,vn dedicated to its citizens. Rejecting 47 children on·
the basis of monetary losses is not an image of a ronsdentious tO\vn bent on
improving the overall C1.lmmunity. ln~te-J<l, the city turns to funding 'lnd lining
the pocket!' of a man who has molested a 12·ycar-old child.
Protecting our children and raising a more educated and community-oriented public requires a city to nurture and sustain future generations. And remember, it's not just the children who grace the inside of the Eurma Hayes Center, it
is als,J •he 13 full-time employees and their 28 part-time workers, bringing the
tally to almost 100 people being put out of work and out of play.
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GUEST COLUMNIST

Bush's visit to King's
tomb was offensive
Trmothy McDonald
pastor of First lconium Baptist Church in
Atlanta, president of the African American
Ministers in Action
Martin Luther KingJr.'s 75th birthday
should h:IVC been an occasion for serious
reflection on his life, his teachin~, his legacy
and his service.
Instead, in Atlanta, we were forced to deal
\\ith an insult: an unimited, insincere visit by
President Bush to lay a wreath :.t King's tomb.
The King Center quickly made it clear it
had not extended the imitation, :md Bush's
\-isit caused great consternation among King
anniversary planners, who questioned the timing, motive and intent of this self-initiated
presidential visit .
l\lany of us remembc:rcd it was on King's
birthday List year this same president, on
national television, launched his attack against
affirmative action by <lliccting his administr.uion to join the legal case against the
Uni\'er..ity ofl\lichigan's admwioOl polig:
To follow that action by la)ing a wreath on
King's tomb this year rcprcscn:cd the height
of hypocrisy for many of us in the chit rights
communit): It was ob\iously nothing more
than a photo opportunity designed to woo
black \'Oters to the Republic:in Party. Coming
in an election year, it w,15 a blatant attempt to
use King's image for political gain.
And here's the most offensive part: After
a brief"official business" visit to the grave site
- read: taxpayers foot the bill - Bush rushed
off to a S2,000-a-plate fund-raiser that same
C\'Cning, picking up a MOI Sl.3 million in
Atlanta for his re-election campaign.
There's a reason black \'Oters overwhelmingly tum out for Democrats- King's philosophies could not be more difii:rcnt from Bush's.
King, a man of peace, was one of the first to ·
publicly oppo~ the Vietnam War. Bush, by
contnst, has unilatcr.illy and pre-emptively
dcclan:d w:1r upon :.nother country. causing

..

WoR Ds

hundreds of Ameri.:an soldiers to lose their
lives and costing the Americ:in taxpa)'Cr hun·
drcds of billions of dollars. You have to ask
how that is consistent with the life :ind teach·
in~ofKing.
Three million jobs h:n-c been lost sin~
2001, and 9 million Americans arc out of v.-orl. How would King fed about this? The
pmi:rty gap has \\id:ned under this president. Tax cuts ha\'c benefited the wealthiest
Americans at the expense of the poorest,
and certainly King- who spent his final
years i!ccr)ing poverty in the United States
- would not support such policies.
King dcdic.tted his life to racial harmony;
Bush's policies ha\'C caused an C\'Cn greater
dhide between thr raci:s.
It is time for protest, and about 1,000 people did so at King's tomb Thursda): The great·
est expression of our commitment to King's
dream is to redress our go\'cmment when we
fed it to be wrong. Tius is what makes our
nation strong.
.
If President Bush were serious about hon·
oring King, his rhetoric v.-ould be reflected
in his policies. King would be honored by an
America that not only talks about "no child
left behind," but v.-orks for smaller classes, pro\ides adeq.::.te funding for education, higher .
salaries for teachers and a public education ·
system that i~ not treated like an unwanted
stepchild.
King would be thrilled by a health-care
· system :hat took care of all ofits citizens and a
liv.ible wage for all working Americans. King .
would work for c;;mpaign fin:mcc reform that
· docs not allow the rich to buy elections, and
he would strive to ensure C\'C!}" vote is counted. King would not risk the lh-cs of soldiers.
and use wu as a pretext to secure oil: .
. On thi, 75th birthday anniversary, the veil
or deception and arrogance was unC01.'Cred,
and hcpc was reborn through protest, dissent
and rcdre.s of our pcmmcnt.
••
The drcmt fa-cs on;

OVER.H'EA n·o

' ' I don't know about you, but I have more faith in our lccal school~ - in
their ability, in their dcdicatio~, in their commitment in helping ~h!!dr.:n
.
- than I d~ i~ th~ State Board of Educdtion: ' ' . .
Cov. Rod Bl.leoJnkh

. on reforming tM Botnl of. Eduutlon a.'1<1 its uselu:ness
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·What a woman·
wants may· not
. be too far

Duct t~pe; you're
, my only friend·
The: need for security 'in :i ..
post 9/11 world has never bec:n
disputed. A jolt to our system
of dcmocr:icy such 35 the one:
witnessed th;itTuescby morning could only h:m: been met.
with c:ilculated :ind precise
ret.1liation. lnstc:id, we ha\·c:
adopted the Duct Tape theory.
Speak no c\il, hear no C\il.
and we will sec no C\il. Or in
simple terms: Shut up and let
us guide: you. Don"t ask where: we:
arc: heading or when we ,,ill be
there;just remember when we: do
arrh·e, the Duct T:ipe \\ill come
off.
As if :i flashback to our earlier
days :ind the threat of nuclear
w:ufarc \\ith communists, the:
only hope you have, :is they had
\\ith th,ir desktops, lies in that
- - - - - roIJ of sihi:r
The
heaven you so
ingredient ungr.itefully
of the most used to hang
famous of th c beer bong
. d onyourwall.
ro II S, be.h1~ Oh my, ,vhat
Charmin s the: multi•taskdouble . ing gO\i:mment
squeezable agcncr-that
goodness, is rombmed 22

· Gorilla
m·the
mist

Although this topic has ·
been written and talked :about
numerous times, I still do not have: a
full comprc:hc:nsion of what women
really want in a man.
Could it possibly be: bec:iusc: most
women arc: not sure: of what they
want?.
·
I asked 20 SIUC women for th,ir
definition of :i g~ man. The: majority of the anS\vc:rs included 3 man
who is responsible, educated and un
"dcrst.1nding. \Vhilc: all of that sounds
good, did )-OU notice looks \\i:fC not
mentioned in most of the: :inm-c:rs?
I hear it all the: time:, but for some
reason it :amazes me: womc:n consider
looks to be: only a small percentage
of their rc:ison to w:llk hand and
hand with a man.
Come: on - lc:t's be honest. I
·knmv looks aren"t C\'t:f)'thing, but
no one: wants :i man or woman who
looks like the: Cookie Monster.
Maybe not mentioning looks is a
trend, or maybe: it is just the: proper
thing to say to make one look pro.found.
·
A female friend of mine told
me appcaran:e only :accounts for
25 percent of required attributes in
determining ·a good_ catch.
At the same time, another friend
told me \\-omen can tell what 1\-pe
of person a man is by his shoe;. If.
. the: shoes \\-ere "beat up; he: had no
·
chance ,vith her.
Some: women like flashy men.
Some like bad boys. Some w,int a
man who will romance: her. I ;1m
-slmvly learning thc:re is no cle.:ir·cut
anS\,-c:r to what ,mmen want; it varies from person to person.
But I do know what ,mmcn don"t
\\'ant. They do not want a man who
is broke.
Today I s~k for all the: men
attending school \\ith limited funds
:ts I say I may be broke now, but you
just wait.
Some: women just don't scc:m
·10 undcrsbnd we are :uso college
students with busy schedules, bills
and ha,-c: :is much money in our
pockets :is a 9-ycar-old hoy leaving
the neighborhood ctndy store:. But
ladic:s, please do not just listen,

~ayad@J..ll)·rgyptian.com .

sptcms c:in C\'cn do the: trick.
'Nell, it's riiining outside: :md
the: temperature: is c:tlling for :in
clc:\'ated risk of :ilt.lck. When did
we get so complacent and easy to
please that the need for a colorcoded terrorist threat system was
installed? The idea is pure gt"nius;
let the public know :i little, and
they n-on't ask for an)more; sc:in:
them just enough and the: threat
goes away. Be vigilant. Be read):
And grab )-Our Duct Tape.
· But Duct T:ipe doesn't soh·c:
the problems of 9 million homeless Americans. Duct Tape
doesn't stop hunger and Duer
Tape doesn't restore: the: sense:·
of normality that was stripped
away that day. In fact, for the
s,.:cond time in four months, in
the Baldwin arc:a ofNC\v York,
Duct Tape has been responsible:
woven into ~;1;r:t~h~nc:
for a series of robberies at local
the history l.1rgcstgmi:m- stores. Victims at a local Radio
of post 9/11 ment entity
Shack wen: bound and gagged
America. this country
with the: last resort against terhas C\i:r seen
rorism. On J\londa)~ Charlotte- c:ndeamrcd upon when tlic:
Mecklenburg police investigated
scientists bJck at the lab earm: up _ · an armed robbcrv in North
\\ith the great diSC<T,i:I); Duct
°' Charlotte: where: ·:in entire family
Tape. The once-failed hand\man,
w::s tied up with Duct Tape.
who hung pictures on the \\'.:ill
J\lan, Duct Tape: is evil.
\\ith ease \\ith the royalty of sticl..1· Maybe the multi-uses ofit have:
propo1tions, is now the Ahhhnold
a more: sinister side, one that
of tad.iv. DJd, \"OU s.1,i:d the: ,mrtd can perpetuate unnecessary e\il.
when ,~u reldsed that roll ofter3-l\l, which manufactures duct
rorist ~!lent onto our ,,indows,
tape:, actually has a plar.t in
Into our bags :md slid them into
China. Can )-OU believe that? A
our drawers.
product sent from the: heavens to
Americans, now we: truh· ha,·e protect us comes from a commua link that bonds us, or rather
nist country. That stuff must be
the link that numbs us. The:
evil, but hey, it car. stop the: rip
ini:redient of the: most famous of in )-OUf wallet :ind prevent the:~
rolls, b-:hind Charmir's doubleeffects of a dirty bomb, it must
squecz:iblc goodness, is wm·cn
be our only friend.
into t:ic: history of post-9/11
,\foustafa is a unior in journalAmerica. An)1hing \\ill soothe:
ism. Gorilla in th~ mist apptan •
the \\-Ounds of a hcim,us act of
twry• Tutsday. His virws do not
terrorism.
ntwsarilyu r,Jltrt th~st ofth~
Color-coded weather guidance
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Cu.s,mro MA.'-ACER:

but t.1kc: heed of what I am about to

Cr.-mUA !IJI.IARI)

say.

. Don't overlook potential.
On that note, there are good men
all across this campus, but it all boils
down to two questions: \Vhat do you
look for in a· man, :md where: do )-OU
look?
If )-OU are looking for an intellectual com-c:rsation, you can"t go to
a college party and c:xpc:ct to discuss
politics. Lots of womc:n eliminate:
their options by only acknowledging those: who they are immediately
·
attracted to.
Please don't t.lkc: this the: wrong
way, but C\·el)1hing is not always
going to come: tu }"OU. Sometimes
)"OU have to t.1ke the: initiatn,:.
Some: women arc: so zoned out
thc:y \\-on't C\i:n say hello to someone
unless they :already knmv that person.
1 don't knmv :about c:\"t:1)-0ne else,
but I w:is raised to speak to those
around me. Although it is impossible
to speak to C\'t:l)'Onc_ 1 sec, I greet
people· whether thc:y
:ittracthi: to
mr. or not. It is sort oflike the: threefoot rule: at a department store. If a
customer comc:s \rithin thrcc:-fcc:t of
)-OU - )'OU grcc:t them with :a "hello"
or "how arc: )'OU doing?"
Some women miw..:-C a simple
hell,, for tf)-ing to "hook up" ,vith
them, and C\'Cn though in some cases
a greeting can lead to that, women,
don't sell )-OUrsd\'·:s short by not
speaking; )-OU just may be passing up
a good-quality man.

arc
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Find alternative ·
methods of eating
.low carbs
DEAR EDITOR:

\uur:iniclc"Ikcflt Up.Slim It D<Mn"
Jisa-.1 the Atkins ,=ion oflow-cub ditting. .r\linost C\~OOC Clll impM'C their health
by miicing cubs. It llOf ooly cnrour.iges )Wl
1-.._iy IO !,um fut but :i!,,) ir.,pro,-cs 0\=1J
health by ram,g IIl)msis- iruan1l fung:il
U\'a);IO"'l.ithitraultsinruildupof!nxim
and wnJirion< RJCh"" CmdiJ.,. )=t info:- .

tioosandathlm,fwt.
HcM"C\~ the "Atlcim run:" is"""" th:in
thc Ji.= AJ )wt :iniclc points our, it's !ugh
in chobtaol, c~~ "ith Wlldthy br

50IJZIXSandlxksfibc:r.;

[ eat2 b.-eubdictthu ronsi.tscnti:dy
ofpbnt fooJs-gr=i,, ,~Hes, nuu,
ocals and lc,,.Y'-Cllb fiuit, RJCh 2S a>,x:ido,,
lcmms and sun-dried rom,tocs. I fed health·
icr :ud happier on my"[j,.,: fuods" diet dwi I
h:n1: sina: childhood.~ll<M'dut

r,,,

ta..=-! mycub<. I ct ddicioos foo.t., ct
:is much 2S Ille and h:n,: more cnagy th:in
C\ttbcforc.

.

•

l\ uny cincs h:n,: lr.e fuods potlucks .
for people ini=a.l in this dirt. Hm: in

urboncblc,u,:h.l\,:"S311r.W)'N',ghtl.i,,:!"
monthly Ir.,: fuods p.-·-~ 2t the lntafiith

Ca,tc:
I imi1c n:aJcn IO =d "luinbo,v Grten

~~n:==w,.,~~~«d
thc DAILY EmTIL-\.~ ro do 211 article on

Treesong

SJIJC ah,,.,nus, pl-iloscphy

.King was once
labeled a 'terrorist'
DEAR EDITOR:

EG\TTIAN is

spoke for equal rights - though dut was
certainly p'1lt of it. It w.u mainly bcausc _

publi,hcd by Southern lllinoi,
Unn-mil}< Office, att in the
Comrnunia.tion1 Bui!Jing.
Room 1259, at Southern lllinoi,
Uni,-mity at Carbondale,

he spoke out ag3inst war. "Tiie ultinutc
ue:ikr.cs., of,iolcnce," he obscn-cJ, "is
tlut it is'a dacending ,piral begetting the
,ery thing it seeks to destroy.". _ . ·

C1rbo'ld,k, IU. 62901. W.Jtcr
JJ<hnig, fiscal off,cn. Fir,t copy ·
i, f=, cxh adJitional copy 50
ci,nU. !\!ail sub.aiptions anibblc.

LETTERS

Shonly before h•• m_urdcr, _King also
obscn,:d tlut • ••• the g!C'ltcst pun,:yor
of ,-iolcncc in ;all the world is my oon
S"'-Cmmcnt."
In the future - if there is ,me
- hununs m2y well look l=k on the U.S.
m:~oflraq ll the statt ofWorld

They nuy also uish L'u.t in :iddirion
The FBI consiJcml Mmin Luth«
to uking a day off in honor of King, they
Nllf,]r. 2 terrorist. In me C\'Cl,t of a
"n.itional security cmcrg-:llC};• he w.u ro be · lud also li<tcneJ to wlut he sa:J.
Jtm Clover
put in jail
assrxiart profnrqr, rrmalion
Tius w~ not 50 much bcciusc he
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SIUC Museum hosts
Annual Combined
Faculty Art Exhibit
Ashley Richardson

aricharason~dailyegyptian.com
.:\t tirst "lance, "Kor.111 Rc-.idcr," a
r.1i11ting h):~ajj.ir :\bdul•:\lusawwir,
assistant pmfc-ssor in the Sch,xJ! of Art
.mJ Design, seems like just a picrurc
of a man rc-.Jdin", a stark contr.ist to
the ahstr.Kt designs or, display at the
Uni,'Crsin· :\luscum.•
But ir: Iike the ammrk of the other
Uniwrsity professors who p.irticipatcd'
in the Combined Et.'1.111\· :\rt Exhibit,
h.is a stnr\' as \\'CII .ts histon-.
The p.iinting is a rc·L.;..;..11ion and
response to Ek.inor ;'.. litchcll, founder
of the l\litchdl ;'..luscum in ;',It.
Vernon, who f'liniL-d a picture of the
same title in 1963, uinning first place
at the Du ~oin Stare Fair.
Naiiar said he felt as though the
p.1inting has a political and soci,I
histor.· and that he is honored to haw
h.id ti1e chance to do his own wrsion.
"Being an Afro-American 11u.Iim,
I was drawn to her painting," Najjar
said. "I thought it panllded sorne
of the problems going on during the
1960s, with oil and g,1s prices and the
rontro,-cm· of Islam under the Bush
administ~tion.
"An)une who u,mld produ,-c a
painting like the one she produced, I
felt was a humanit.Jrian."

The Combined °Faculn· Arr
E.~hibir is an annual C\'Cnt i~ which
faculty members from the departments
of An:hirccrurc, T11citrc and Cinema
and Photography and the School of
Art and Design submit one piece of
am,urk of their choosing to be on
display in the museum.
A rcct-ption for the c.~hibit, which
h,1s been on display since Jan. 12 and
,-..,nsists of 31 piecc-s of art, oc-currcll
from -I to 7 p.m. Friday.
L·ury Bernstein, profcs>0remcritus
in :he School of Art and De-sign, said
SttPHANIE Mos111 - DMY EGYPTIAN
the c,·cnt has been going on for at least
Bea Phillips of Murphysboro and Marilyn Boysen of Cobden look up the meariing of their
-10\'L":lrs. 1
·Bcrnstc:n. who came to the fortune from Chris Wildrick's mixed media piece •Fortune• during the Combined Facility Art Exhibit
Unh'Crsit1· in 1962 and retired in 1997, at the University Museum Friday evening. The artwork \'Viii be on display until Feb. 1.
has subm'itted a piece of art cwry year
Design who said this year's event ,,-as
since.
Ranging from still lifcs and pottery of the exhibit
"I like the exhibit," s:iid Ethan better than last }'Cat.
"To me the faculty show is for the to sculptures and gbss·blown objects,
"It [the exhibit] has di,i:rsity to it,
community and srudents," Berr,stcin the innm-ators of the exhibit brought O,,'Cru, a junior in general design.
said. "I alw:iys felt this is where people their visions to life with a ,-ariet1· of "It has given me a chance to look at not in just different departments but in
get to ~cc who )UU arc as an artist.
materials from the narural, such as what people arc doing. 'Fortune' is my different mc:di:i," Sinclair said. "That is
encouraging, as opposed to it beingjust
"l\lycrcitivcycarst.utedandended wood, to the technological, like ink fa\-oritc because it is interactive.•
John Dunn, prm-ost and vice print or paintings."
jct printers, and the more common
with the faculty show."
l\ lany of the pieces arc for s:ifo,
\Valking through the rl'Cl:ption, C\-cr.ili,· objects, like nylon, }":lrll and chancellor for Academic Affairs,
said "Stele" by Rick Smith, :1SSOCi:itc with proceeds going directly to the
one could sec faculty. students, artists. · suitcases.
and members of the community· all
"Fortune," by Chris \Vildrick. professor in the School of Art and ;irtists. The exhibit will !>c on display
until Feb. I.
admiring the art\\urk. scan:hing for a assistant professor of Art and Design, Design, caught his attention.
"This piece rc:illy strikes me; }'OU
mc-,111ing or personal interpretation.
a bm,i full of fortune cookies that tell
The University Museum is open from
"Good :ut a.sks more questions than the probabilities of pbying the slot can sec a lot of things in it," he said.
10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Tu6day through rriday
and from I to 4 p.m. Saturday through
"Stele" was also a f:1\-orite of Scot
gives anm=," said a\'X.'\\'l:r :it the rco.-p- machines for a yc.u- in Las Vegas,
Monday.
tion
did mt" L<h ID be n-nrifiaf.
seemed to be a fa\'Oritc of some ,;C\,i:rs Sinclair, a graduate student in Art and

,,ho

Agriculture Alumnus receives Closure not found in one of
biggest molestation cases of 1980's
first President Emeritus title
John Johnson

SIU Foundation Board
surprises John Moody
Andrea Zimmermann

azimmermann@dailyegyptian.com
John .i\Ioody ncwr suspected SIUC and the
insulin he tock for his di:,bctes would C\-Cntu·
all\· lead to a 3-1·\'C:lr c-arcc-r with a Fortune 500
ph.armaccutic-al c~mpany.
:\Ioody met the Eli Lilly and Co. thnmgh a
career day at SIUC dur.ng his senior ycir a, an
,1grirulrural communiCJtions major in 1966.
He approached the table and :old the rL-prc·
sentativc-s the com,r,1ny produ,·c:l his insulin. lt
\\":Isn't long after the c-Jreer d:1y :\ loody bnded a
job with the comp.1m·\\urking in the agriculrun:
division. Since then, he h;is mainuinc-d a bn-c·
and-take relationship with SIU.
For gi,·ing so much of his time to the
Uni,-crsity since his gradu,1rion, the Foundation
Board thought it \\".IS appropriate to J\\":lrd the
lint President Emeritus ride !o Mo,xJv for his
d.:dication ro the board, on whirh he s.;m,d for
12,-...-ars.
·since graduating from SIUC, :\loody
has returned to gi,·e numerous lcctun:s to
College of Agriculture st-Jdcnts, n:cci--cd the
DistinguishCC: Alumni A,,-ard and scn-cd on the
SIU Found.11ion Board.
"The title itself is the highest honor the
foundation has, and for John to be the first per·
son to be recognized really sums up what John
I.as me-ant to this org-.1ni7.ation," said Rich1
:\icCurry, ,·ice chancellor for Institutional
Ad,·.mccmcnt.
The Found11ion Board cui1h-a1cs relation•
ships with alumni and mlnagL-s gifts and dona·
tions gi,-cn to the Univcnity.
Gro\,ing up on a farm just south of Dc-catur,
l\ loody was alw;iys interested in agriculrurc. The
furm produced soybeans, wheat, com, alfalfa,
cattle and flying lessons. Om: p-,1rt of the family
farm \\-as also an airport that w:1s used primarily
by his father and uncle. In 1939, the two broke
the world endurance record for a lighh,-cight
airo:ift. They sta}-cd aloft for 7 hours -16 min·
urcs. The pair used the airport on the farm for

n:fuding while remaining airborne.
:\loody folkm-cd his b-.1ckground in agri·
culrurc to the Unr.-crsity of Illinois while or.
an athletic scholar..hip for b-.t.Skctball and track.
A scrne<ter of bad grades sent i\loody loolcing
for a new school, and he found SIUC. After
his unfamrable experience as a srudcnt athlete,
:\Ioody chose not to continue his athletic career
at but rather focus on his education. \Vhi!e he
was at SIU, i\loody acquired a fC\\' faorites he
said he ,,uuld nC\-cr forget.
"I alw.1ys lm-cd Thompson Woods and the
lake and the whole Crab Orchard Lake area,~
.i\Ioody said. "One of the highlights [of SIU]
u-as \\":Itching the Salukis play l.wketball."
Moody said he is \'Cl}' irnpmsed with
the amount of outside resources and funded
projects that ha,-c been coming to the College
of Agricultun:.
"I'm ,-c,y impressed that they arc the rccipi•
cnts of current· and fururc-oriented resc:in:h
projects," he said.
;'..loody's uurk with the Uni,-crsity, post·
graduation, began with a constituency dC\·dop·
mtnt group from the College of Agriculture:.
"They, quite frankly, came and invited me to
be a nominee to be a Foundation Boord member
in 1987," he said.
During l\loody's 12 years serving c,n the
boanl, he felt the board C\uh-cd into a mon:
acti\-c fund-raising body. .\loody also scr.-cd as
board president from 1996 and 1999, making
him the longcst·scrving president of the board.
Moody gave the commencement speech
to the Colle<,;c of Agricultun: srudcnts, when:
he was also pn.-scnted ,vi1h the distinguished
alumni :m-ard, in :\by 2001.
"I proudly display it [the: certificate and the
mcdaJlion] on the u·Jll in my office den," he
said.
For now, l\loody has 11:tircd from the board
bur keeps up with SIUC from his home. He: and
his wife, Becky, currently fo-e in Carmel, Ind.
"ltwasashockandasurpriscwhenCh3nccllc.r
Wendler, i\larsha Rpn,Jim GildmlCC\-.,, Paul
Conti and John Huffman ·cme to my home
- what a surpri~," he s:iid. "It's· unbeliCV:tble
recognition and ,-cry, ,-cry flattering.•

_

·

Los Angeles Times

BAKERSFIELD,
Calif.
(LATWP)
- Christopher Diuri's tc'mper W3S smolder·
ing as he sat on the witness stand, enduring :i
prosecutor's withering cross·cx:imination.
.
The 27-year•old mechanic's memory \\":IS
challenged. His motives for corning fom-ard as
a witness were questioned. Even a p3st run·in
with the law-·a drunken driving arrcst-w:ts
brought out. Diuri, a plain-spoken man with
a close·shaven head, finally snapped. "This
t:1se tore my whole family ap:1.rt when I \\":IS a
kid," he spat at Deputy District Attorney Lisa
Green. "And it's still doing it now."
Diuri's experience \\-as repeated again and
again last week as four former witnesses in one
of the nation's biggest child mobtation cases
from the 1980s took the stand to say they were
nC\·er molested as children.
They only said they were, they now confessed, because law enforcement hounded and
threatened them.
The witnesses wanted to set the record
straight, they said, because their false testimony
had sent four innocent people to prison, includ•
ingJohn Stoll, who is still there 19 }'ears later.
In wrenching testimony, or.e of the former
alleged abuse victims, a burly sign•p3intcr
named Ed\\-ard Sampley, tearfully addn:ss-.,J
the bald, 60-}'CU·old inmate in j:iilhousc
bro\\'11. "I'm sorl}'." Sampley said, as both he:
:ind Stoll wiped a\\-ay tears.
. As the first week dn:w to a close in an
unusual hc:iring to determine whether Stoll
should get a nC\v trial or win his freedom;
the prosecutor's strategy became clear: Make
the witnesses look like liars, opportunists and
social outcasts.
The prosecuto_r's tactics, meanwhile:, arc
enraging Stoll's attorneys.
"This is just a continuation of what went
on in 1985," said Kathleen Ridolfi, executive
director of Santa Clara Unh-crsity's Northern
California Innocence Project. Project attorneys,
along with the California Innocence Project at
the California \Vestcrn School of Law in San
Diego, arc representing StolL
·
. "Forthem to continue: tobadgcrthcsc:yoong
men aftcnvhat they went through aschildren is
just outr:igcoll!:," Ridolfi sai~.
,-.. ,
B~ides)x:ing risky, the prosecutlon strategy
is. n:pkte with irony. These arc _the: very same:
people who, two decades e:ulier,wcrc portrayed

I

· of a \-ast interlocking network ~f ~hild abusers
and pornographers.
-Stoll was. one of more than 40 people
comictcd in the eight Bakersfield t:1ses that
began in 198-1, one: of the first of the wave of
multi-offender molestation cases that swept the
nation in the 1980s and '90s.
In the intc:n-cning yi:ars, many convicted in'
Kern County have been released after appellate
judges found prosecutorial misconduct and
a ,-ariety of other errors. The state attorney
general's office also issued :1 scathing report
blasting the way the investigations were
handled.
Of those convicted nearly 20 years ago, Stoll
is amoroz the last remaining in prison.
C-;ccn has repeatedly refused to answer
questions about her trial str.itegy. The ch:1.Ilenge
facing her, howC\'cr, is to answer :1 question :hat
looms large: What do these young men ha,-c to
gain by helping to free the man convicted of
subjecting them !o perverse acts?
Another alleged victim, whose stol}' is
possibly the strangest -:- and most troublesome - of all, is Allen Grafton, .28, a cook
who !i,·cs in Idaho. Grafton has spent what he
estimated to be nearly half his life in thcr.ipy
as a molcstttion survh-or. His mother, Margie.
,,-as convicted of molesting her own sons, Allen
and Donald.
Even after l\largie Grafton's release from
prison, where other inmates had maimed her
hands by pushing them into prison machinery,
mother and son never discussed what happened
in 1984. Allen Grafton eventually reached a
lcind of peace with her, he said in an interview. ·
"I forg:r:e her," he said in an interview. But
what if there is nothing to forgive? ·
Allen Grafton heard a couple )-Cars ago 'that
Stoll, who had been sentenced to -10 years, w:is
hoping to get out of prison. Even more shocking, he dbcovered that four ofStoll's other"victims" - including his brother Dor-:ld.....;. were
telling Innocence Project attorneys they,,\-cre
nC\-cr molested. ,\Vhen he looked inside, he
realized that despite :ill his therapy, he had no
memories of being molested, h.: said. But th:it
doesn't mean he agrees ,~ith his brother that
nothing happened.
·
Jr took some cour.1ge to finally look m-cr
at John .,51011, he said. Try as he, might, _he
couldn't sec anything bad in his soul, he s,1id.
In_ retrospect, hcwished lie could hm~ offered
' some _comr:.1~sion .. ~People in_ his_ s_it.uat\on~ ,if
he's innocent, J can only im_aginc what tic's

__.:,'. ~--- . ~:., ·_-,_. _· '_H,;~¥1.'_i,,\J,
by the district attorney's office as tcndcr'!ictims . _go.i_n_g throu~•L,:J.l
J~
l!t~~M'-

, 1...~~~!r~~~~!!'~!?r!!!.!~~-'·.....". .,....._.....,,.._...._,,_~~~.!~t!-~v..--

l~!~- __
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way to the front of the small room to
st1nd before the crowd present to honor
. Judkins. Fric tds who opted to speak
shared their thoughts and memories
in front of a poster honoring Judki!lS,
one ofmany ,isual ttibutcs to the }'Oung
woman many s;u4 to be "one of the tint
pcopte• they met at the Unr,mity.
Gloria Mosley, the tint pawn to
pay tribute to Judkins, opened with a
\'CfSC read from D Corinthians followtd
by a short' praya·. .
•
•1 don't know how many of you
bclic\'c in God,• Mosley said prior to
her short prayer. •But Ayesha did, and
I'm doing this for her.• ·
Mosley ended her tribute v.ith a
prayer, one of six romposcd in honor of
the student rcrognizcd for her passion
for writing. Judkins' dcdiC1tion was
apparent not only through her membcnhip in the Natioll2l Association for
Bla.:kJoumalists but also through her
work on the student Cl'Clti\'c writing
jounw, Grassroots.
.
The dcdiC1tion ofJudkins, who was
a member of SC\-a-al campus org.inuations, was mentioned SC\-cral times
during the scnicc. This initiative would
M'C expanded far be}'ond rollcgiatc
org.iniLttions, according to Gilmore,

who said she and Judkins planned to worked 'directly. with Judkins. "You're
Cl'Cltc a mag;izinc, "Three_ •Shades; here because she [Ayesha) had a posi-:;
gcaral toward minority women. · •
rive effect on yotL•
.
;
Some of the 2S 'speakers ttlkcd · Mario Neither, who worked with
about their cxpmenccs
fellow Judkins at Trueblood Hati •admitmembers and ro-v.'Orkcrs of Judkins. ted to not lemming Judkins well but
But C\'at those who knew her from being affected by her always-joyous
\\'Ork and clas.s settings had an inspir- demeanor. · ·
·
ing, often amusing, story to tell about
"To be honest, I didn't rcally know
Judkins.
her name, but she knew mine ar.cl that
Gilmore began the remembrances inadc me fccl kind of special,• Neither
with the story of tint meeting ,,ith her said. 1'his is not a day of sadness;
in the bathroom of their donnitory.
this is a day of celebration for A}'CSha
-We met in the bathroom when she Judkins.•
busted her lip 5:l}ing her praym," said
Gilmore said she
satisfied with
Gilmore, whose fliers and v."Ord-of- · her decision to play things by car when
•mouth .were the main soura:s used to it came to the scnice.
·
inform others of the scnicc. "The tint
"I just wanted to ficc-stylc this; I
time I met her I thought she was a little mean, how do you really plan a memowcird, and she said she thought I w.is rial?"
mc:in and stuck up. We really started
Though she said she is still ll)ing
talking after Homecoming. \\'c: M'C to rope with the loss of her fiicnd, she
a lot of the same intc=ts, and we just said pta)'Cr has hc!pcd her in the healreally ronncctcd."
.·
ing p=occss.
.
From· Gilmore's story of Judkins'
"I had to keep it together for C\'CI)~
busting her lip afier f.iiling out of bed one else," she .said. "I miss rr:1 fiicnd,
to her fonncr roommates' rcrollcction but I know she's all right, soi: c:uit ay
of her charisma at Judkins' tint house an}morc.•
part}; C\'Cr)'OOC had a story to tc1L E\m ----,-...,,.,.---,--,---10
those not close ,,ith her \\'Crc able to •
recall an incident where she had a posiresidence halls and the Radio tnd
·O\'C dfcct on them.
Television and Journar.sm offices.
"It's not just by happenstance that ~ : : : ;,:~
~s
)'OU're h=," said Alfred Jackson, dircc-assist with the cost of a headstone
tor of Student Support Ser.ices, who
for Judkins.

20, 2003 •
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MONDAY

Chicken Fried Steak
Meal Combo
• Chicken Fried Steak
• Ind. Mashed Potatoes
with Gravy
.
• Ind. Cole Slaw
• Biscuit
• Small Drink .

The·only esclusiue High Speed
Internet Prouider, in 32 communities

throughout Southern Illinois.

·

•for n:siJc,nlial u.se only: plu• taxes~ f•~

·New residential
custoµier special:
New Residential Customer Special:
-NO Activation Fee
-3 Free Mon~s ?f E-mail spam and
virus protection
. . ._
-DSL Equipment Leasing Available
• 3 Colonel's Crispy Strips•
• Ind. Mashed Potatoes
wlthGm\')'
• Ind. Cole f.law
• Biscuit
o Small Drink

i

Gooa at participating KFc•q'6catioris.=_:,
. . Umltecl time offer. Not valid with any other special offer.
•
.
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RCIIGIOUS SERVICES

- - ~ - - ~·i

.,:. . .

~~ · The Interfaith Center

---

0~

Corner of S. Illinois and Grand.

We are an inclusive, open community of
students, exploring spiritual growth, social
justice, and environmental sustainability.
Sunday Soup 'n' Tunes 6pm
549-7387 • www.siu.edu/~ucm/

._

~
·
Worship: Sunday@ 11 a.m.
11111
X-{_ Small Groups meet at various times
/ J,
1
I

(contact529-1616)

.

International Christian Fellowship
(contact 529-9568)

624 CJ'\: QakCancC St. Car6oncfafc, qst_
www.car6oncfafccpca.com
cmaif: cpcpca~uno.com .
For more lnrormallon please contacl Pastor J. Wyatt Georga@559-35-.1

Welcome Students
Mt. Calvary
Lutheran· Church ·
·114 South Oak Street
DeSoto
(visible just East of US RL 51)

Rev. Franklyn Schroeder
Sunday School 8:30 a~m.

Service3 Are Interpreted For
The Hearing lm~aired

:::h:;Mee;i:
i

l

618-867-2418

4111•''

:i

'

'

.·• ., .:•

t

.

j

We Invite your family to join us on Sunday foK9~r · i.
. Conti~ental Bic:akfast lQ A.M. in our worship center.

I

at

:'-Worship nt9AM & 10:30.AM~- ·.
'. · ; 709 S. ClianlCliy Rd:; Carbondale IL• 529-4906 ~· w~.lakc!amkhurclLorg ;

·

··

<

0
;,

'I
•

· · · .. : ... • ·,,.,'.. ;,. , ·'•.(Located I.I milcsSou1hofWal-Mart)'•,'·,-,·.·.·,:., •• ·'• ,,.1,.:.~ ·

: RELIGIOUS SERVICES

· TUESDAY, JANUARY

201 2004 •

·•'fnten~ive Study: Life of Christ

;Join this in depth study and discussion of the life of Christ.
·
Suriday Morning 9:45
0

Chur~ ~h~;=~hrist

~

1805 West Sycamore
Near Denny's Restaurant ·
457-5105 • Trarisp·ortation Available

··-•·ta1tt«i~p-·'ta·mpti~··thurdfft·? -~
· An International American Fellciw_ship _.; 1.~·:: ,:

Sunday School is at 9:45am
For more information please contact our office:
Id: 6111.s:.'9"439:;

rmail: oiuc:xa@·aol.rom

fax: 618.457-6877 · ""w.si,Ll'<lu/•xasiu

Western Heights ·

A Church called

..

.

College age Sunday school class: 9:30am (all ages welcome)

.

.

Neighbq~ho.o<;i

Christian· Church
Sunday Servkes ·.

.

· :

.:.':•'~t

.. · · ·. , ·,·-a1bleFellowsh1p

-

Church ~ervicc: I0:45n~ .. ·:. : ..

.learning the.J:ruth. ·.

Evening service and youth activities ·6:30pm

..•....

Precept Bible Studies
Monday J0m1;1, Wednesday

~am and 7pm ·

~ ~ . ·

· living the lif~"

~;-

·

"

·

•·wer~-

Adopt-A-College Student Program
302 Robinson Cirde • Carbondale, IL• 529-1362
whc8@globaleyes.net
WE INVITE YOU TO

..

CHI ALPHA CAMPUS MINISTRIES
AN INTtRNATIONAUAMERlCAN MINlSTRY

,-j~ltti,b~r%.t!P•··.rJ.i~~ri~~--~'.bttt~b.•_;
.

·., &· :Welcome New Students1& Faculty!

;. .

•ffiliAt<d with lhe As.<cmbliff or C.od

.. . .

-·_ . <.. :./(· ..... :

ISunday Schedule I

Bible Study
9:30~m
Morning Worship 10:45am
,,,.~---.~·· . . . ·.·.·
..

.

, ..

•· ~fj i~riH_t .IMid-Week Service 1·
. :":,: Wedne'sday· :;_ :7:00pm·.

. .

..· • ; For more information please •contact our office:.:,:,, , , . . . .

:: • te1: 61e-s.z~s ·~email: s 1 ~ ~ .: falc618.451-6877.

: >,, j;., .

"-ww.siu.edu/.::xasiu· ..::.-.~

:; ,;~}}fa},_.

~~~~~4-~f~~-~~~
,, .·•.
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1

value of the 5,555-squarc-foot prop·
ertywas 539,000.
"l think that it is important for
people to understand that we are going
to offc.· that lot back to the public,"
Cole said. "\Ve will take proposals on
what to do with 518 S. Illinois.
"Th~ city will recuptT.1te most of,
if not all its money, for the purchase in
that proc=.
That seems to be left out of the
discussion. \\"hatC\U we don't get
back on the purchase will \'Cry easily
make up in the rc-im"CStment ofa nC\v
building, rropcrty taxeS that arc paid
and new jobs."
The ma,"Or said Carbondale l\lain
Stl'CCrn"Ould ha,'C a role in rc•dC\-cloping and re-introducing tre property to
prospccti-,'C businesses.
Carbo;"tdale Main Stl'CCt Program
J\ tanager Ro.xanne Conley said the
decision to buy the property happened·
rather quickly ar.d l\lain Stl'CCt has
had no formal discussions with the
ma)"Or or the city.
She said the building was long
overdue for action because it is so
noticeable and rccci-.-cd a number of
complaint..
"This was a \'Cl)" difficult decisit>n
on behalf of the city council; Conley
said.
"They spent a lot of money on the
building, but would they have spent
the same amount on legal fees?"
Cole said acquiring the property
through th.: court system could ha,-c
pl'O\'Cd to be difficult.
"There is nothing structurally
wrong with the building; Cole said.
"\Ve don't ha,-c any jurisdiction to
enforce the codes unless there was a
business operating in it ~r there was
some structural problem.
So for us to condemn the property,
it \\"Ould take us years in the court
. , S)-stem for us to get that done."

Ben, a senior In
forestry, scales the

rock-climbing \'.{all
at the Recreation
Center Thursday
evening. 'I come
here to practice for
climbing outdoors,'
Chikaraishi said.
"'"'':~-"""--' 'I've been climbing
since before I can
remember:
ANntoNY Soumt
..:..;..;;;.:;..-,.__

_, DAILY EGWIWI

Faith Temple Char ... it of God in Christ
604 N. Marion Street
Carbondale, Illinois 62901
Bishop Hugh E. Cawthon, Pastor

IServices I
·Sundag
Sund-!)' School-9:00am
J\\ommg ~Vorship-10; f5am
Y.P.W.W.-6:00pm
fa·ening \Vorsh1p-i:00pm

.Mond.v
Youth Service-6:00pm

Tuesday:__

.

,

Prayer l!i Dible lland-6:00em ·
Regular \V.:-'"!'hip Sci-,..icc;,:00pm

'TIIE CHURCH WHERE EVERYBODY · Frid.-iv
IS SOMEBODY AND GOD IS SUPREME~ Home "& Foreign Mission-6:00pm
Regular Worship Ser\"ice-i:00;>m

Come

and \Vorship with us!!!

For transportation call 529-3546 or 549-5766

Wesley Foundation
United Methodist Student Center

Feb. •4•@ 7:~:;_p~~u:;~::~utri~\_ c·...,~,..:'.;•·;_:o--•
lnfonn~••.co~t~mpor3'.-Y ~:,~•~ , . •~~-·

: ; : :; ~; ~:;~~:!: 11

!~

1
~:· on the web.at www.siucwesley.9rg. · ·

.t.~ \ ' . -:/": si 6s rninois Ave (nexi \o·Q~~yli-;a1f~·?· :??:< ,;s:

· CLASSIFIED
DISPLAY
ADVERTISING

---------

Musical

OPEN RllIE ,

PA's, DJ'S, lighting, recording SIU· .
· dlos, karaokes, aft your rrusic &
video needs, 618-457 5641,
www.soundcon!music.com

11.40 per column
inch, per day

DEADLINE

REOU(REMENTS
. 2p.m., 2 days

SUB WANTED ASAP, 1 bdrm,
$550, cable, DSL connection, 2 blkS
from SIU, clean, quiet. 549-4412.

STUDENT TO STUDENT
BOOK EXCHANGE
www.~x1l)ookmonkey.com.

WILSON BLACK LAMBSKIN Jackel.
2x11, mint cond, s1so, 303-3no. Iv
mess.

·········-·WORK FOR · RENT ...... - •.
····--·-·······can 549-3850...................

CI.EAN, QUIET, PREF grad, no
pets. untum. wa!er/lrash inc:l, $340,
can 529-381 s.

1 BDRM EFFIC willl w/d, ale. heat,
3 mi S of C'dale, $300/mo, 81R·201·
17n ask for Josh.

· CLEAN, QUIET, STUDIO apt. lg
yard, s10rage shed, pe~ considered,
$270/mo, can Rich 217-351-7235.

1 BDRM. CARPETED, sky light. laR
ceiDllQS, deck, avail now, $325, 20
min 10 campus, quiet.
893-2423.

1BDRM APT, $300{ mo, new 3bdnn
hOuSe, S6751 mo, very nice, cal ·
534-9363 or 534-9361.

can

Townhouses

TOWNHOUSES, 306 W College,
3 bdrms, ran leases. lum'un!um,
c/a, wJd, 549-4806 (9•7pm) No Pets.

2 BDRM FURN & unfum.
S615-S750/mo, an util,cable, water
& trash Ind. 1 block from SIU,
457•5631,

2 BDRM, WALK to campus, some
. util. lum. cat acceptable, Goss p<ep1 BDRM IN a 3 bdrm hOuse, ale, erty managers, 529·2620.
heat, off campus, $275/mo, neg, util
Ind. 203-!1109 or 309•530-4854.
3, & 4 BDRM, large rooms, 2
ba!hs, c/a, w/d, no pels, 549-4808
(9am-7pm), renbl Ii$! at 503 S Ash.
1bdml avail in 2 bdrm house, 1 mi .
from campus (off Oakland), wJd,
screened porches, back yd, of! st
par1<ing, $275/mo, plus 1/2 ulili, no
pets. dep req, conbct Dan, dmercurio70holmal com or slOp by 523 N.
,Alfyn St. or can 402-490-5662
3 BDRM, BEAUTIFUI.LY f.nished
$5001 POLICE IMPOUNOSI
basemet,I apt in M"boro, $700,'ITI),
CarsnrucJ,.slSUVs from $5001 For •
2 BDRM AVAJL in hOuse ale, heal• util incl, share ki!chen, 924-5554.
listings 1-800-319·3323 ex1 4642.
ing, w/d, caU 618-003-0466 or
847-420-3974.
3drm apt. avail now, 1 lg bdrm & 2
1993 MERCURY, 2 dr, 4 c:y1 auto,
smaD bdlrn, 2 baths, appl provided,
dean, only 3,xxx on newly rebuitt MALE
ROOMMATE NEEDED, · carpet, nice extras. $250/persort,
• engine, 1996 Buick Skylar11. e c:yt, 4 creekside apartments, negotiable dOSe to campus, can 618•713-2081.
dr, lake pick tor $2,995, 457-6276.
rent, can clvis anytime 559-3606.
APTS AVAIL FROM aHordable 1 & 2
1995 MERCURY COUGAR XR7,
NICE 1 BDRM in 2 bdrm mobile bdrm, 10 deluxe town hOuses.can ton
2,800 obo, 1994 Oldsmobile Cutlass tome, S150/mo + 1/2 ulil, in country free (866)997-0~12 or922-8422.
Supreme, 1,500, 351•9525, Iv mess. near siu, can Dom at 529·1620.

·:z.

Auto

87 CHRYSLER 5TH Ave, 65,000 ml,
mint condi, r,e,. ballefy, new a~er•
nator, good tires, $2700, 549•2090.

ON MILL ST, an amenities, 4 roommales need 1 more, male or lemale,
549·729~ or 534.7292.

89 HONDA ACCORD, 4dr, 5 spd,
runs great, power everything, S1600,
can 549•2090.

ROOMMATE NEEDED GEORGETOWN apt, 2 blkS from cal1"4)US, can
Wyatt at 697-0576 or 618-827-419!'.

507 S. Ash #11
507 S.Ash #3

Auto Sales, .605 N Illinois Ave,
457•7631.

3bdrm, 3 bath, lully rum. dean town•

f2'itt.J,.t•l11I

----------•
BUY, SELL, ANC TRADE. AAA ROOMMATENEEOEOTOshare
Sublease

1, 2. & 3 bdrm apts, 10wntouses, &
dUplexes, many extras,
549-8000 or 457.5700

can

NICE ONE OR 2 bdrm, 320 W Walnut. 406 S Washing!on, carpet, ale.
$310-$350/mo, can 529·1820.
SECLUDED TWO BDRM apt on
Lake Road. $425 Includes water, no
pets. can 549-4686.

Phone: 529-2241
Fax: 351-5782
405 E. College
www.comerstone ro

For All Your
Housing Needs

.,

Carbondale Housing.com
On the lnemet

Bonnie Owen
Property Managemen1
Check out our listings
Snrbz!! semester leases availablt:.
-Don't be slow
in making
yourlfring
arrangements

514S.Ash#4
.
507 S. Beveridge # 1

501 S. Beveridge #2

www.carbondaterentats.com

2 BDRM, 2 balll, Lewis Plrk apt, no
pets, ale. dlw, S330 llnot1nrson, can

e

:

203-3114.
2 BDRM, 2 BATH, LEWIS Park
Apts, c:'a, dlw, need 1-4 people,
dose to campus, call 927•1554

Living in dirty old apartments
Paying too much for rent ·
Pay:ing to park your car
. Trying to get them to fix things

You
Wl\l Alwpys /
1
Havo;'Hom~ Court

\Advantage With •••

FORECI.OSURESl,-1 •3 BDRM ·
HOMES FROM $10,000, lor listings,
1-800-719-3001, ext H345.

.' ~

STOP -WORRYING!

Mills
···
,· .- PrDPtjr:tle!i

Mobile Homes ·

·

1992 MoOile Home, 16x72, 2 bdrm 2
bath, great noor plan. Ind s!Orage
shed & appl, C'dale, can
618-713-4984.

BRAND NEW
3 and 4 bedroom apartments
New furniture/New appliances/New carpet
· A NEW WAY OF LIFEI

\.J

•Feat:ure!llndude

:,2e'

C'OALE. 2 BDRM 1bath, addiliOn,
deck. new tool waler heater, w/d,
Ing, stove, S2000 obo can 521 ·3903.

/

~ Pool ¥fl BBQ ~a

J

·

•

. ~ - Ofllce F« l)etalb)

. Appliances 7

5 ·

·@;

.

.

•

· ··

•

•

LAKE
a.:zc:. LOGAN
:Z::S::

•oow, ii.ffl41 J • WSl'L

Call (618) 985-·8858 today I.'
:~lakeloga'na~a~itient~.c~~

Call for more Information
549.;600 ·
1j
4~7-4'123
•..

• 1 Bedrooms
•2 Bedrooms
•3Bedrooms

816 E. Maio St.
Carbondale Phone: 529..2054

508 S. Beveridge
509 S. Beveridge #.3

2 BDRM HOUSE in C'dale, $550'
mo, nice tome, Big yard, Jots of
space, w/d in unit, 211.ns-1738.

contact 0 ~ Reany 549.5052.

• Studio & 1 Bedroom Units
• Poof Wireless High-Speed
Internet is now available
• Sophomores, Upper Classmen
& Grad Students Welcome

MOVE IN TODAY, nice, dean 1
bdrm, rum. carpet. ale, dose to rec.
529-3581.

(:T:tr; I, •X-1 ..,

1 SUBLEASER NEEDED lor 2 bdrm
apt. S300 PJr mo pkls eledneg. pay
lor 4 mo, sum incl, caD 303-8807•.

CLEAN & CIJ'l:f 4bdrm l1Cuse aval,
S600frno, 402 E CheSlrul, w/d, c/a,

si:f
;tfrnJ&Ni!ts
.~~-----~-P
----------~

M"BORO, 2 BDRM, carpet, air, no
pets.
$260/mo,
687-4577 _or
967·9202.

911 N. Carico
405 w. 0ieny Cart
310W,Co1lege#Z

hOuSe in meadowridg&, 529-4198

4 BDRM, 4 bll.s from campus, car•
peled, aJc. aval now, $500/mo, caU
457-4030.

C'OALE 11/2 ml S, lg 2 bdrm, new
appl, c/a, w/d hoOlwp, carport,
lease, no pets, S585/mo, 985-2229.

GRAD STUDENTS/PHO, QUIET
dean elf,c, good neighbomoOd, water & trash Ind, $225Jmo, 684·5127.

. Roommates

,

3,4.S, bdrm houses. furn., central
heat and ale, no pelS, very close to
SIU;call457•n82.
.

280RM llEWER appl, w/d,· lg yd
wished, 1 ml from siu, can i'BS-2235
ext 111, m-1 8-5, 785-2732 after 5. ·

SALUKI HALL, CLEAN rooms. util
incl, S210/mo, across from SIU, sem
lease, call 529-3833 or 529·3815.

ran!y) Able ApplianceS 457-7767.

2 BORIA, PLUS OFFICE. NICE. new
kitchen, new bath, hrdwd/11s,
$630/mo, 924-4830.

Duplexes

ROOM AT YOGA hOuse, S185/ITIO +
util, vegetarian kitchen, near cam•
pus, pref non smoker, 457-6024.

Homes

2 BDRM FURN house, $500/mo,
incl waler, trash & sewer, Ideal tor
serious sluden!s or retired couple,
no pets, can 549.9504 or 925-5834.

www.alpharental1.net

Rooms

Parts & Service

·...... _NICE 1, 2. 3 bdrm hOuses.........
.... East & West. Make us an c;!f,.;--.
--Now. Huny. can 549·3850!1!.-....

DIDN'T GET ONE ol Alpha's places
last year? Get a head s!arl llis year,
Alpha's waiting fist Is avaa, send us
your reference form (avail on wet>sit~or from ourolf,ce) 457-8194

C'DALE. APTS & IY.)uses, spring S
Summer 2004 leJ.s. Lo 2 & 3 bdrm.
$450-$600, caU 924-1874

STEVE THE CAR DOCTOR Mobile
Mechanic, he makes house caDs,
457.7994 or mobile 525-8393.

Houses
SS SAVE SSS. 2 bdnn house, near
SIU, !um. nice yard, ample parking,
"51-4422.
• ••••••• RENT TO OWN.••••••••
••••••• .2-4 bdrm houses.••.••••
•• Huny, rew avail. CaD 549-3850 .••

3114 W SUNSET, 2 lldrm, 2 1/2
bath, w/d, patio, 2 car garage,
5875/mo, 528-0744 or 549•71 BO.

DIDN'T GET ONE ol AJpha's places
las1 year? Gel a head s!arl this year,
Alpha's waiting rtSt Is avail, send us
you, reference form (avaa on websi!e or lrorn ourolf,ce) 457-8194
www.alpharental1.ne1

1 BDRM, 1 bik from campus. water
& trash pickup ind. $300/mo,
687-45n or 967•9202.

B·fi•dBWi!I

onrme

iThe Daily Ell'fPlian'S
houslog
·
. guide al
'1tt;>:Jtwww.dailyeg'/plian.com/dawg
hOUse.html

CLEAN, QUIET, NO pets, water &
trash incl, lum or unlum, pref grad,
$265-290/mo, 529-3815.

$$$ SAVE ON APARTMENTS AND
HOUSES $$$, sl.Jdios, 1 and 2 bedrooms, near SIU, 457-4422.

SEASONED FIREWOOD OEUV•
EREO, gel nwhile nlasts, $60 per
pick.up IOad, can 54!l-n43.

WANTED TO BUY:vehicles, motor•
cy,:les, running or not. paying from
$2510 $500, Escorts wan!ed, can
513-0322 or 439-6561.

GIANT CITY BLACKTOP Rd, 2
bdrm, 1 bath, kitchen w/ util room.
stove and ~ Ind, au carpeted, iv•
ing room, caa tor info at 457-6119.

VISll

Miscellaneous

'SATURN, Sl2, SEDAN 1996, air•
bags, 95,xxx ml, 4 door, 5 speed,
new tires, new battery, excellent
condition. $3200, can 303-0425.

I

The Dawg House

Apartments

Books
·

painted, IVdwd/llr, lg krtchen, very
nice,618•713-1325.

C"OALE. $235/MO, NEWLY RE·
•
MODELED, VERY CLEAN, 1 bdml
duplex, between Logan/SIU, water, ·
trash, lawn care ind, no pets, ,
529.3574 or 534-4795,
rentapl'rlrnentincalbondale .com
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PAGE 14 • TUESDAY JANUARY 20 2004
AVAIL JAN 04, 3 bdrm, 4 blks from
Sl•J, newly reroodeled. wld, ale. no
pets, lease, 5."9•7516 or 684•5917.

AUTO
MECHANIC
WANTED,
PT/FT, ap;:!y in person at Autobestlluy, 214 Healt"I Dept Rd,

Behind Crab Oreh.lrd Lake, two
bdrm, big yard, Carterv~le Schools,
bus at lront door, avail now, S300
per month, 549•6973.

M·boro
BABYSITTER WANTED TO provide
C'lild t.1re in my home, Tues & Thur,

C'DALE. 3 BDRM, rla, w/d hookup,
basement, no dogs, water/lrash ind,
204 E Ccneoe, $600lmo, 687•2475.

~·~~:•~~~~r~~~v:acar

DESOTO CLEAN 3 bdrm house at•
tael'I garag~, fenced b.1ck yard, 1
blocll from g-ade school, S600/mo +
Dep, 618-83'.l-3215.

BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED,
S250 a day potenli.1I, local posili<lns,
1·800-293-3985 ex• 513.

DIDNT GET ONE of Alpha's places
last year'i Gel a head start this year,
Alpha's waiting list Is avail, send us
your relerence !orm (avail on website orlrom our offic.e)457-8194
w,nulph4rentals.net
2 bdrm house, hrdwd.'flrs, rla, at•
taehed garage, Ideal !or single or
couple, no pets, 549-7884.

BARTENDERS, WILL TRAIN, pt,
fun, energtic, Hurley's Johnston city,
20 min from C'dale, 982·9402.
Sheila.
CASHIERS & COOl<S, apply in person at Egyptian Comer (East Main
SheH), 534 E Main, C'dale.

Cruise Line, entry level, on-board
positions avail, great benefits. s~a•
sonaVyear round. 941-329-6434 or
. . . - - - - - - - - - , I www.auiS8t.lreers.com
NOW RENTING 2004-2005
LEGAL SECRETARY/PARALEGAL
EXC computer, derical & !,ting skills
5 bdrm-303 E Hester
req, reply 10 PO Box 1206, C'dale II
4 bdrm•503,505,511 S Ash
62903-1206.
.
319,321,324,406,802 W Walnut
305 \':College, 103 S Fores!
PIZZA DELIVERY DRIVER, neat
501 SHays
appearance, PT, S.'lll1e lunch hours
3 bdrm-310,313,610 W Cherry
needed. apply In person. Ouatros
405 S Ash. 106,408 S Forest
Pizza, 218 W Freeman.
306 W College, 321 WWalnul
2 bdrm-305 w College
400,324,319 W Walrn.t
SECRET SHOPPERS NEEDED, • :
pose as a customer & get !'3id, loca,
549-48-08 (9am-7pm) No Pets
stores, fle<ible houtll, email req, can
Fre-e ren•at list at 503 S Ash
1·800-585-9024, ext 6076.
NOW RENTING FOR May &
August. 1,2,3,4 & 5 bdrm houses &
apts, nice craftmenship, call Van ·
Awken at 529-5881.

THE SOUTHERN ILLINOISAN Is
seeking individuals lo per1orm subscription sales in high traffic, retai
locations throughout JaCl\50n, Williamson, Franklin, Johnson, Union,
Perry, & Randolph counties. Individuals must be outgoing, possess
exceDent communication skills,
dress bu Sine ss casual and be avail
week nights & weekends. We pul
no boundaries on your earning potential. We offer tile ~r1ect O!)l)Ornl·
nity !or college students, retired indi·
Viduals or anyone Interested In earnIng additional income. For more information conl.lct Kevin Fear 0
618-351-5057.
WANTED PIZZA COOK. exp, apply
in person, Ouatros piua, 218 W
Freeman.
·

t#tfflMtMC-

GET PAID FOR Your Opinion$!
Earn S15-$125 and more per survey. www.paidonlinesurvev,.com

BABYSITTER, AVAIL EVENINGS
and some weekends, 457-8934.
GUTTER CLEANING
1rs nasty. 1do it.
ca1 John. 529.7291

LOCAL PHOTO PERSONAL ADS
www.da......;id3les.com
FREE membership. No Spam .•

PANAMA CITY BEACH. FL
"SPRING BREAK"
World Famous TIIJ Bari
Sandpiper Beacon Beael'I Resort
~88-882B

Sick of the dorms?
Tired of llvlng with your parents?
_
Unexpected visitors In your airrent place?

mm..aandnlPCrbl!Dcon com
"TtieFunPrace·

Checl<oUt .. •.. ·.·

SPRING BREAK 2004 w/ STS,
America's 11 Student Tour Operator
Jamaica, Mexico, Bahamas, Florida.
hiring campus reps, group discounts
800-648-4849, www.ststraver.com

~~

~,;.,!":!kl~~;;,daJ'~,,
purchase of a single l.ln before 1l)IT,
daily. acros.~ from tile Golden Corral
restaurant, cal ~"9-6090

. -··•.-

SPRING BREAK
Beael'I and SIJ Trips on sale now!
CaQ 1-800-SUNCHASE today!
orvisi1
www.sunchase.com

II

Best Ocean Front Hotels .
81 9173
B00-8 •

IJ .
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RT 13 EAST, behind Ike Honda, 1

THE DAWG HOUSE
THE DAILY EGYPTIAN'S ONLINE
HOUSING GUIDE AT
. J/W',,,w.dailyeWPtian.com/dawg
house html

l~I

ARE YOU A talented photographer?
I am getting ~ May 1 and
need someone t:> take high-qualily
cligital photos, lots of action shotsl II
interested, send sample of wor1< 10
- butsonOuseractive.com.
SCHOOL BUS DRIVERS pt, &
transit drivers pt, must be 21 years
of age, dean driving record, able 10
pass physical drug test. & criminal
baekground test. Beck Bus, 549'ZBTT•.

:;~;~;,:;~:~c;

0:

• Good driving record a must

.ffi
.'ftJ
ffi
a:,

·~
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1,~~~a~~~!
suYoRS£ll ~ t.~

-·
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•Cars
,
• Bikes
, · .: ,
. •Computers ~~
• Furniture
.
~~~
. •Pets
~
• Parts & Ser.rices
• Jobs
• Roommates
CALL
• Apartments
• Houses
. • Travel & Business
Opportunltes

ND

fI

12X54, FURN, CLEAN, 5 min wan,
10 rec. no pets, rel, SZ!O'rno + ubl
457-7639.

bdrm $250, 2 bdrm, S275 & up, wa-

yj.

r R .
_

.

1 & 2 bdrm mobile homes, on SIU
bus route, $235-$350/mo, waler &
trash ind, no pets, 549-4471.

• ter, trash & lawn ind, 924-1900

'

~~n~.~,~~
.
..

.......MUST SEEi 2 bdrm trailer .........
.......S195/rno & up'!!! bus ava~ ......... .
........ Hurry, few avail, 549•3850....... .

NICE 1 & 2 berm, S180-$275, lawn
& trash incl, rngmt & maint on site,
549-8000 or 457-5700.

Must be enrolled at SIUC for at

at

Mobile Homes

LG 2 AND 3 bdrm. furn, rla, sman
quiet park near SIU on bus rOUle, no
pets, 549-0491 or 457--0609.

•

~
a DE employment appllatlon avillable
Y$ Complete
· . che
DE cuttomer service desk.

' ")

SSS I BET YOU WILL RENT, 1ooll at
our 2-3 bdnn, S250-$450, pet ok,
529-4444.

COUNTRY LNING, IDEAL !or grad,
2 bdrm, pullout bed, freezer. ate.water ind.$295, 529·3507 or453•5436.

Night Shift

·

I=< 6 "'dl<ho,n

REMODELED 4 BDRM, rla,
hrt!wdl!lrs, wld hookup, yard care
provided, no pets, 1st. last & sec,
S725irno, 549-2090.

CARBONDALE, 2 BDRM, loca!ed in
quiet pa,'k. S175-$400/rno, can 529·
2432 or 684-2663.

0
H~~!1a~~~1!~
· I
.
I

-

~

•

~ · _~ . ~
- ~ - .~
_
_
.~
-

PRIV ,TE COUNTRY SETTING, 3
bdrm, extra nice, c/a,r, 2 bath, w/d, 2
decks, no pets 549-4808 (9am-7pm)

3 BDRM, 2 bath in Mboro, wld
hOolwp, rla & heat, $400/rno, quiet
:,,,ighborhood, can 687-1TT4.

1

IOlt
•l,· '\"
.~Sp~ ~ q ~·~ll

to find the pface you've af~ays. Wa{lted,!

SPRING BREAKCANCUN,Mexico,
Jamaica,
Padre, & FLORIDA! FREE
food, parties & drirlksl Best
hotels•Lowest pricesl
•

11

···-·· ' ... ··•··.

· _-,,,.
.. --The Dawg House

;!:::~:::~ONA

STEVE THE CAR DOCTOR Mobile
Mechanic, Ho makes house cans,
457•7984 N mobile 525-8393.

I

ACT NOW! BOOK 11 people, get
12th trip free, ~roup discounts, for
6+, www.springbrealulis.:ounts.com
or 800-638-8202.

Sell yopiP,ickers·stutf}Jffh
. Tlaily Egyptia11.:CJ~~slfie.il~/:
. can· 536~33 ii forjn.ore .info:'::;:::.;_(;··

S36-3311

2004 CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING POLICY

··r:

Plc,,1sc De Sure To Check
Your ClaHilieJ Advertisement For Errors On The Fiut

Day 0£ P~blicatlon

THE DAILY EGYPTIAN'S

Supe~;Bowl Contest

The Daily Egyptian cannot be re1,pon1iblc for more th.an
ONE .Uy'• incorrect inse°rtlon (no cxcq,tlona). Advcttiscn arc
rcspon1ible for checking choir ..!• for erron on the FlRST day
they • ~ r . Advcrth-cn 1topplna: in1crtlon• arc- ttspontiblc (or
ch«kinll their ad• on the FIRST day they arc to cease appear•
Ing. The Dally EgyJlll.an will not b., rc1pon1ible for more than
one day'• ln•ertion for a claHlfied ad that I• to b., ston-1,
Erron not the fault or the a.!,·ertber which leHen the value or
the, adverti1ement will b., adjusted,

Contact Joe Battistoni@ ext. 232

Cl.111i£ied advrrtlslng runnlni: with the Daily
Ein-pti.an will not i,., automatically r,newed, A callback wll! i,.,
l:iW'n on the day of c"riradon.' If cuatomC'r la not al the rhone
nun1ber Uattd on the-Ir accounl It 1• 1he rc•pon1lhility of the
cur.lomC"r to contact the Dally El:\·ptlan for aJ ffnewal._

UPCOMING PROMOTIONS

Deadlin~: January 28

All claulfled line ad,ertillng musl b., Jlroceued
bcforc 2 Jl,ffl. to arrear In the nnt day'• JIUb!lcatlon. Anything
proceued after 2 Jl•m• will go In the followln11 day'• Jlubllcallon.
Claulried advertising ,null b., paid In advance exceJlt
for tho•e accounlo with establi,hed credit. A sen-lee chari:,, 0£
$25,00 will b., added to the advcrtl•er'• account for every check
tttumed 10 the Daily E11YJ1tl.m unpaid by the advertiser'• bank.
Early cancellation• 0£ clu • tried advcrtlument will b., chars:eJ a
$2.50 •ervlce £cc,. Any rcfond under $2.50 wlll be for£eit,d due
to the cor.t of pruceHlng.

Housing Guide
Contact Erin Watson @ ext." 231

Deadline: January 30

'

All aJ,·ertl1ln11 submitted to lhe Dally Egyptian h
subject 10 approval and may be rcvb~, ffjcctcJ. or c.anccllN at
any lime.
The Dally ECYPtlan auumes no llablllty 1£ for an)·
rcaM>n' It be-come• ncc,e:11.11ry to omlt any·advc-rtlu·mcnt.
A aample 0£ all mall-order Item• mu•t b., 1ubmi11e.J
and ap!'roved Jl~lor to deadline for publication •

. No ad, will be mls-ci.auifled.
Place ;our a.I l,y phoric, at 618-536-lll 1 Monday-Fri.day 8
a.ni. to 4t30 r.m. or vl1olt uur office In 1hc Communl~ad_on•
Ouildini:, room 12S9.

I

--------...I

Co~11cs

DAILY EmmAN

I

Dormant Life

Sharimes for Jan. 20-22
CHEAPERBYTHEDOZEN(PG) 5:15
74510:10
CHASING LIBERTY (PG13) 4:10
6.509:-40
SOMETHINGS GOT TO GIVE (PG13)
4207;151000
LORD CF THE RINGS RETURN OF THE
KING(PG13) 400800
BIG ASH (PG13) 3;50 6:-40 9:25
CALENOARGIRI.S(PG13) 4:30

7.009:50
ALONG CIJIE POl.lY (PG13) 5:00 7:30 9:45

Show!lmn tor mi. 211-n
MYBAB£SDAOOY(PG13) 4.507:209-.30
MONAUSASIIU(PGIJ) 9:000NLY
COU> IIOUKTJJH (R) 4:20 7:45
HOIJSEOFSAHDANDFOG(R) 4:00
6.509:-40
THE COOWl (R) Ul 700 9:.20
LOST IN TRAMSlATION (R) 4:10 6:-40 9:10
TEACHER'S PET (PG) 5:00 7:10
LAST SA.WAR! (R) 4.-40 800
T.>RCUE(PG13) 5:157::.l!l·.50

· Experience the SIU Credit Union Differenee

by Alex Ayala

Underage Thinking

..

.

.
. ·. ·.
.
·--::Better Ingredients. Better Pizza.
•.

Today's Horoscope Is Brought To You By

-·
·

www.textbookmonkev.com

Daily HQroscope

by Unda Black
Today's Birthday (J•n. 20). Study history this year, yours
and everybody else's, and come up with a brimant scheme
that takes care of aD your problems. You might want to enlist
the assistance of a wise professional or two. That's not cheat•
ing.
To get the advantage, check the d6'f's rating: 10 is the easiest day, O the most challengin?,
· Aries {Marth 21·April 19) ~ Today ls a 6 • You may now
find it slightly easier to speak in words the boss understands.
But don't take any liberties. Be resrectfu~ or you'll encounter
a setbaclc. No fipping off.
Taurus (April 20.May 20) • Today Is an a • You11 soon be
held accountable, but that shouldn't wony you. You may not
like the approach this person takes, but don't lose your tern·
per. Be cool
Gemini (May 21,June 21) • Today ls a 6. You11 soon
notice that you need more space to play. You need to try out
a fanta~ or two. But don't run off and do it just yet.
cancer (June ll•July ll) • Today ls an 8 • listen intently
when somebody else tries to tell you how to run your file. He
or she actually has some good ideas and might be able to
help you finance the \'enture.
Leo (July ll·AUS, 22).· Today Is a 6 • You're getting a·
lesson In perseverance. whether you w.mt to or not. You're
already past the phase where you're tired of doing this, yet
you're still not done. Kttp plugging away.
Vh10 (AuJ. ll·Scpt. 22) • Today Is an 8 • Hopefully you
have your domestic situation jusl about squared away. You11

....

.

be so busy for the next r~ weeks, you won't have much
time for domestic matters. Spend a little extra money na·t
Libra (Sept. ll-Oct. ll) • Today is a 5 • You'll feel better
soon. but it might be best to catch up on your rest Make
yourself comfortable, and do something nice for yourself and
the whole family.
.
Scorpio (Oct. ll-Nov. 21) • Today Is an 8 • Your luck
continues to hold. but you'll soon Ml into problems. Take .
advantage of this calm before the stonn by learning as much
.•
.
.. .
asyoucan.
Sagittarius (NCN. ll•Dec. 21) -·1oday Isa & •You may not
see any difference yet. bot you're into a whole new phase.
Your curiosity wiD grow by leaps and bounds, and you'll leave
old wonies behind.
:
Clpricom (Dec. n,Jan. 19) -Today Is an a~ You're about
to enter a phase where you1I be focusing on bringing in
money. This should be easier with the self-a>nfidence that
•
· ·
.. ·
you'\'e just acquired. Use it.
Aquarius (Jan. 2Q.feb. 11) • Today is a 6 • You should
almost be able to see !he light at the end of the tunnel No, •
it's not a train coming; it's your next big chance to make
things tum out right. Prepare.
Pisces {Ttb. 19-March 20) • Today is a 7 • You won't be
devoting quite as much lime :O your soda! life for a while. ·
You'll want to spend more lime alone. amtemplating and
maling plans.;.
·
. : I , .• .•. ;
••

· Oistnbuted
c,, 2004. TRIBUNE
MEDIA s~ 1Nc.
by Knight.Ridder/Tribune
.•
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THATSCRAMBLEDWORDGAME
by Henri Arnold and Mlh Argirlon

Unscramble these f{'Ur Jumbles,
one hl1ter to each square.

tJ I

Crossword brought to you by:

<tCastle ~enlous . 529-531 7 - .

j

fffG-J
I
t
QUIROL

1
:

Crossword
ACROSS
1 Argon or neon
4 Ma:ured

THE UPHOL-STERl:R
SAID THE CHAINS
ON H!S TIRES

a Betty Comden

\'I/FR£=--

I t

x

Ans: "(
Yesterday's

I

~G~~7Ff:lAJ~~RJA~k\, . 1

No. arrange the circled 1.. tten, lo
form tho surprise answer, as
suggested by tho above cartoon.

tJ
X I I J' r XI XX.D
(Answem l<>mOmlW)

Jumbles: DUCHY
LOl'TY
GUIDED
:::RAVAT
Answer: Whal the couple dod when tho c:arpet,ng w3s
•
installed - CUT A RUG

Free Pregnancy Tests
and Confidential. Assist.,,..,r.e

a:id_Gr~,
14 Operate
15 Rubout
16 PC command
17 Gone by
18 Mi'itary
lnstanaton
19 Bombay resident
20 Placclor
toddlers
l!2 Subterra.iean

grov,th
23 African lly
24 Annual
celebration
:et1 W.llK p:impously

2tl Female GI. once

30 AuthOr Zo'a
31 Beginners
34

oasn

35 Encountered
38 Containing more

Shawnee CPC

sed1mcn1
40 Condudc

41 Wlr/001
43 Voled to accept

OIOCMT"-"•ll~Sffric... ltic.

,u,..,...........i.·.

45 Bcauly shop
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MISL (Major Indoor Soccer League)
professional size artificial turf field•
160 feet x 85 feet• over 13,000 sq ft
Southern Illinois'
Premier Sports Experience

Map key

66 Away from the
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Individual Registration Accepted $45
(Forindividuals,SportsBlastwil
match players and create a team)
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12 School grp.
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21 Shock
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25 Repulsive
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Greenspan
27 Give
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29 Lynx or ccelot
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50 Lacfy of Spain
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Kings def~t

Hawks 2--1
Mike Bresnahan
Los Angeles Times

(L-\TIVP) - Put a slash
thro11gh the streak.
The Los Angeles Kings, winless
since Dec. 16, finally found themsel\'es with more goals than their·
opponent, defeating the Chicago
Blackhawks, 2-1, and endirig the
third-lo-,gest ,,inlcss streak in fran- ·
chise history at 14 games.
Luc ·Rob:taille was back in
the lineup and contributing on the score sheet - and
Alexander Frolov continueJ to
assert himself as the Kings' top
offensi\'e hope in the absence
of guys named Palffy, Straka,
Allison and Deadmarsh.
frolO\''s one-on-one ·play, one
of the best individual efforts on the
team this season, earned the Kings
the vi.:tJIJ'·
With the score tied at 1-1 and
momentum blowing in' the direction of the Blackhawks, Froio\' .
turned defenseman J::>hnathan
Aitken inside-out at the right
circle and beat goaltender Craig
Anderson though the pads ,,ith the
forehand after faking backhand in
front of the crease.
Frolov's goal, which came with
8:26 left to play, helped move
the Kings into eighth place in
the \\'estern Conference and quieted the crowd of 13,504 Sunday at
United Center. Froio\', in his second
season, has a team-high 14 goals,
l)ing his total from last season.
"That's a highlight goal right
there,• forward Ian Laperriere
said. "Rarely do you see that (rom
a sophomore. He's just impro,ing
every game. He's so strong on the
puck.•
On the other end of the experience spectrum, Robitaille returned
from a two-game hiatus in healthyscratch land and helped set up the
Kings' first goal 10:57 into the
secon~ pe~od.
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Wizards win second
.
.
consecutive game,
93--83,· ·over· Bulls
·.

.

'

.

.

Milton Kent
The Baltimore Sun
(LATWP)
Whether
Monday's come-from-behind 9383 victory over•the Chicago Bulls
will have any lasting effect for the
Washinb'lon \Vizards won't be
answered until their next game,
Fridar in Boston.
But, for now, for this moment,
the Wizaids (12-28) will plant
their rare, two-game winning
streak and sec if doesn't grow into
something big and productive.
"That's good for us, CS!)ccially
with what we've been doing, winning one game and then going
down six or se\'en," said guard
Lury Hughes.
"Being arle to put two games
together and then get some rest,
to get the legs back, ,vill be good.
Maybe we can make a push before
the (All-Star) b~ak."
If that happens, the Wizards
will look back fondly on Monday's
second half, in which they i.rased a
15-point halftime deficit and held
the Bulls (12-29) to 25 points,
which tied a Chicago season low.
Washington Coach Eddie
Jordan, as he had in Saturdar's victory O\'cr the Seattle SurerSonics,
rolled .the dice in the second half
and went ,,ith a small lineup, with
just one interior player, a rotation of Etan TI1omas, Brendan
Haywood and Kwarne Brown, and
four smaller players.
The resulting injection of
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quickncs~
jump-started
the
Wizards. Second-year guard
Juan Dixon had 17 points off the
bench, while forward Jarvis Hayes,
•who playcJ the power forward slot
in the "small" rotation, had his second straight double-double, with
12 points and 14 rebounds.
. Dixon, who has been playing sporadically as his shot has
w,mdcred, was huge in the fourth
quarter, hitting a 19-foot runner
with 3:21 left to gi\'c the \Vizards
an 83-8J lead.
A minute later, Dixon picked
Chicago guard Kirk Hinrich clean
at the foul line and dro,-c the
rest of the war for a tar-up that
boosted the \Vashington advantage to 85-81.
•1 just wanted to provide
energy," said Dixon.
"It was an Ofportunit)' to play
some big minutes. Brcvin (Knight,
the point guard) was out (with a
hand injury), and I'm pla)ing with
a lot of confidence right now. I just
,~ant keep on pla)ing h:ml and
hopefully things continue to work
out for myself and the team."
From there, the \Vizards continued to roll, finishing the game
on an 11!-2 run, as their defense,
which had been nonexistent in the
first half, showed up in a major
way.
The Bulls, who scored 33 and
28 poit1ts in the first and second
quarters, respecti\'cly, onlr posted
25 points for the ~ntire second
half.

/NE,o~o~. ·

mm1LL
-

SPCComedLy.
presen,lts:

Illinois defeats rival Iowa

I:LJ

Bobby La Gesse
Daily Illini (U. Illinois)

game, sophomore guard Dee
Brown and \Villiams took control
of the game on both ends of the
Host of Riddle's Comedy Club in Chicago.
(U-WIRE) - After lo5ing · court.
two consecutive Big Ten games,
\\i11liams, wh'l had. 17 points,
Illinois head coach Bruce \Vcber hit two free throws with 4:32 left
knew what needed to be done.
and added a bucket \\ith 1:12 to
•As a staff we said, '\Ve just go.
got to get back to pla}ing hard,
Bro,m, who scored 14 points
fighting, taking charges; all those and recorded eight assists, scored
things,~ \Veber said.
with 3:43 to go and thrc-.v an
And Illinois did just that.
alley-oop to sophomore center
No. 25 Illinois (11-4 o,-erall, James Augustine.
2-2 Big Ten) beat Iowa (9-5, 2Brown stoic the ball from Iowa
2) 88-82 behind a tough-minded, g-.::ml Brody Boyd and Bro,m
blue-collar attitude and a sec- called timeout while falling out
ond-half shooting surge in front of boundi in the final minute of
For more info cail SPC Corned at 536-3393
of a sell-out crowd of 16,618 at the game to help. seal the Illini
. Asscmblr Hall.
,ictOI)".
lllinois too!, the charges, five
"\Ve couldn't get the stops on
in all. The Illini d°'-e for the loose · the last 10 minutes; Iowa head
balls.
coach StC\'C Alford said.
"Our second-half defense -.11as
Sophomore .guard Dcron
Williams followed his own missed as bad as its been all )-ear:
Illinois had the low-post presshot hr di,ing on the floor in the
se.::ond half to keep the plar alh-e cnce \Vcbcr talked about the team
fer the Illini.
needing Saturday.
The hustle plar immediatclr
Junior .forward Roger P°',-ell
UNDEFEATED
led
to
Williams
getting
the
ball
had
a season-high 20 · points,
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 20
back and hitting :o free throw after scoring 11 points · in the first
being fouled.
SC\'Cn minutes and grabbing five
The Salukis recei,-:d a vote in
"All t."iat stuff· made a differ- ~bounds.
The DEADLINE to a·pply for a Student Medical Benefit
the AP poll rcleasca Monday. In
cncc. in the game; Weber said.
Junior center Nick Smith
Extended Care Fee refund is Friday, January 23, 2004.
the same poll, Korthem Iowa, "ith
"\Ve out-fought them to get a scored 18 points coming off of
a 9-5 overall record and 4-2 in the
victol)·."
the bench.
. To apply fora refund, a student must present his/her insurance
•They got me the ball in great
Valier, had four.
Illinois' 21-13 first-half lead
policy booklet or the schedule of benefit:; along with the
The undef-atcd conference start
disappeared as Io"·.a played scrap- positions," Powell said of his
insurance wallet l.D. card to Student Health Progran. · Student
pr defense.
;·earnmates.
tics the ,chool's best in its storied
The Hawkc)'CS went. into the
"\Ve worked on that in practice
history. \Vith Illinois State, conMedical Benefit(Insurance) office, KesnarHall,)foom 11.8.
sidcred among the worst in the
half up 43-38. Illinois scored the - rno,ing and not just posting up
All students, including those who have applied fora'Cancellation
conference, up next on Wcdncsda;~
first 10 points of the half to take a on the block, cutting. There was a
lot of that."
history should be rewritten.
48-43 lcad.
Waiver and whose fees are not yet paid, must apply for the
"Honestly, this might be the best
In the second half, Illinois'
Now the Illini are back to .500
refund before the deadline. Students 17 and •
.
all-around team; Hairston . said,
offense was 2blc to do what in conference and ready to build
underneed a parent's signature. ·
comparing the 2003-04 Salukis to
Purdue and Northwestern did off of this victory.
the NCAA tournament teams the
.,against them -,- consistently put
•Basketball is all about confi·
·
, past twJ. ;c2sons: "We have: ba!-~: Jhc b~ in the _basket. . :.
. ,
dcncct,~~cll said. . .;,- ,. ·! ,r (
-·
.. .. . · .. . . ,
.
anccd·scorµig, we guard a lot better...... -f.;....1J~inois~shot:6g ~ t J n the · · ~th~nk we gai_ncd •~·me~;-< Oow,q\oad refu_nd fo.nn
soumw: IWl«lll u,rn,a,m
•·! .".Wcg2.r.,·showanythingispossiblcl; ;;,;half.whil~Illlnois~cxecutcd the •fidence f~m ·a good game.Jo · http://wwvJ.sluedu/-shp/DlFom'lshtml
··s,.:...._.·:.r :. =
. · ·;:\,,
..·'.,.;._.·.~
... ·.·."_.·.
whe~j'6upliyhird.Iamgoingon\: -~:'~otiono~e.topcrfetlio'i,.,
•~·;go't to"kcep'worki~g t~\rln,'. > ·.~ ;-'
.
. .. ·.• - .: .
·:
• ·
iny third ch~pionihip here."
· ;; ~,. In ·the. final.'minutcs of the games:• . •·
.
·
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NCAA president Brand callS fol' refO!'fflS
Impact on MVC,
SIU still unclear
as Brand announces
planned changes
Andy Horon:zy
ahoronzyc@dailyegyptian.com
In a college sports landscape still
stained by the immo1":1l :ictions of
coaches such as Larry Eustachy and
;'\like Price, the NCAA is hatching
plans for a makeover.
The once-rigid association is
looking to impr'i'ivc its image, and
NCAA president l\lyles Brand
believes the best way to start is
by looking in the mirror. Erand
announced last week a new set of
plans for academic reform and an
assault on the so-called "professionalization" of college sports.
During the openinb session of
the annual NCAA convention,
Brand told Jclcgatcs he thinks
college athletics is in danger of
morphing into a professional form
he thinks could endanger the association's \"cry c.'"astencc.
"If this movement continues,
colle1,-c sports :u we know it will
disappear; Branrl said in a statcm~nt.
"The threat is real, and the consequences dc\-astating. I \\"ant to go
on record in call;ng attention to this

potential disaster."
The goals Brand emphasized
in his address were continuing to ·
impro\"e the NCAA's flexibility in
its dealings with athletes, along
with curtailing the trend of commercialization that has plagued the
association in recent years.
He also reiterated his plan of
transforming the association into
a "more student-athlete-friendly
NCAA" and criticized those who
have allowed college athletics to
slowiy transform into a professional
:ithletc development league.
In addition, he vowed to transfer the NCAA's fo.:us from the
financial to the academic, while
continuing to dissolve the harriers
that currently separate studcnt-athietcs from the rest of the university
community.
.
But while Brand's. pledge for
reform wa.s gcnc1":1lly well recci\"ed,
it raised nearly as many questions as
it promised to an~wer.
SIU Athletic Director Paul
Kowalczyk said he was unsure of
how exactly Brand will carry out
his plan and what impJct it could
ha,-c on SIU, but he bclic\"cs any
measures that will stress academics
arc nccess~ry ones.
"I think in some institutions
there is a need for [acldcmic
reform); Kowalczyk said.
"I certainly don't think that's
an issue here, but I'm all for the
academic legislation. An)1hing we

can do to hold people accountable
is good."
One uncertainty · Kowalc:zyk
said he would like to sec shored up
is where SIU and other Missouri ·
Valley Conference schools might
fall on the NCAA's priority list.
And he is far from the only
mid-major luminary. to air his
concerns.
MVC Commissioner Doug
Elgin s...id his chief anxiety is that
the NCAA would devote the bulk
of its attention to schools affiliated with the Bowl Championship
Series, lea,fog the l\lVC on the
outside looking in.
"I think one of the byproducts
of that tyre c.f reform is widening
the gap between the BCS confer•
cnces and us because we don"t ha\"c
the means or rcvcn11c to keep up
\\ith them; Elgin said.
"The funds arcn°t C\"en comparable."
Reservations about disparity
aside, Elgin is supporth·c of Brand's
planned initiatives and said he
thinks the second-,·l':ir leader has
the NCAA pointed in the right
direction.
Evans\"illc Athletic Director
Bill l\lcGillis has also jumped on
the Brand bandwagon, praising
the former Indiana Uni\"crsity
president for taking a muchneeded stand.
"I think what he has done will
help support public trust and con-

MENS BASKETBALL

trouble rising to occasion
Jens Deju
jdeju(a)dailyegyptian.com
In the grand scheme of things,
it \\-as a completely ·meaningless
play.
But it \\-as of the sort that
jumps at Y'' - literally.
SIU was leading Bradley i2- 62 \\ith just under 20 seconds
rem:.ir.ing in Saturday's Missouri
Valley Conference game at Cal"\"cr
Arena in Peoria when Brad!ey
gu.ud Marcello Robinson took the
inbound pass and began to sprint
upcourt.
Sa1uki guard Bl)-an Turner, who
had just hit two ficc throws to give
his tcrun a 10-point ad\-antage, was
all over Robinson, no~ surrendering an inch.
Robinson then stutt~r-steppcd,
leaving Turner behind and dro\"c
for what appeared to lie an
uncontested lay-up, possibly even
a dunk.
At the free throw line, SIU
junio: for-vard Lal\lar Owen was
sta:1ding with his back to the bas·
kct when he saw Turner get bear.
He quickly spun around and ran
toward the basket, leaping high
in the air.
Robinson was about to fay the
· ball off the_ backboard for :m easy
two points when, unbeknownst
to him, Owe_n's band came in and
slammed the ball into the backboard.
"Most people, toward the end
of a game, they try to get a couple
little baskets ru get their roints up,
and I guess h·e tho11&ht he had it by

himself; Owen said.
"But apparently he didn't, and
I was right there and .blocked the
shot."
Not onh· did he slam the ball
into the backboard, the force
\\'aS so great it jammed the ball
between the rim and the glass.
While Rob:nson crashed to
the ground, Owen ~imply w-.ilkcd

' ' They started going Vllild,
and it just put a spark in me
and let me do more things that I didn't know I could do.,'
-1.aMarOwen
SIU junior fo,w?rd

blocked shot is greeted \\ith extra
enthusiasm from those in the
stands.
Turner \\-as not as nonchalant
Owen notices the attention
about the play, walking around the and said it gives him a little extra
cuurt with a look on his face that energy when he checks in.
resembled someone who had just
"The last game, as soon as I got
eaten too many S'>Ur candies.
in, I just started shaking my head,
"The game was basically over, letting the crowd know that I was
but I've always been told that if_ in and I \\-as going to try and do
the whistle hasn't blown, you don't something," Owen said.
stop," Owen said.
"They started going wild, and it
"I was just.tr)ing to block it and just put a spark in me and let me
the crowd and my players; it was do a lot more things that I didn't
just like they couldn't even believe know I could do."
I did what I did.~
Owen was recruited by SIU
Turner· said he was. shocked because of his defense ,.nd has so
at what Owen had done but not far prO\"en to be not only one of
surprised.
SIU's best defenders but maybe
He said Owen roctincly bloc½s one of the best in the MVC.
shots in practice and has gotten
\Vhilc defense is what
to the point that if there is a fast brought him to this campus, his
break, they will bring the bail back . timely offense has been a great
out and not risk being embarrassed addition.
by their teammate.
The owner of what most con"Thc first couple of wc:b sider an ugly jump shot, Owen is
when he was first down here, he leading the conference in field goal
flew down the court and jumped percentage, making .676 percent of
off one leg and just blocked it cp, his shots.
"A lot of people mess with me
against the _backboard," Turner
said.
a~out my shot, but my playt'rs
"After a while, he started catch- keep on telling me to shoot it ifit's
ing cvery~od)- like that."
going in," Owen said.
I B11t while his somehow arc
It is that type of hustle that
has made Owen, a junior college going in, his main goal is to keep
transfer from nearby Southeastern the other team from scoring.
Illinois College, a fan favorite in
A simple task hr. is keeping
his short Saluki career.
simple.
_
:.
:
Th~ Da~g Pound routinely
"I'm just try:ng to nor_ let any
erupts whenever Owen ~::ters· buckets go unt:I I'ffi in the locker
the gam~ :utd . C\-cry re~~und or· room," Owen s~d: · ·
awav.

the schools that participate is a
huge deal."
Whether or not Brand and his
staff would be open to the prospect
of a football playoff is an issuf? that.
has surfaced time and again, but the
real issue that worries many athletics officials is the education of their
student-athletes.
For Kowalczyk, the allure and
acclaim that comes with big-money
games and contracts may be enticing, but it takes a backseat to a~ademics.
"I think each individual campus
has those concerns and has to ,vatch
what they're doing, but.I don't sec
us in a position of being over-commercialized," Kowalczyk said.
"I'm concerned about all the
money. grabbing that's going . on
and leaving mid-majors in the dust,
but maintaining a high academic
standard has to be. the priority of
any program."
That· ·Brand's propos:u has
raised eyebrows and bred criticism
from scvc1":1l comers has come as
no surprise to Kowalczyk, but he,
like scve1":1l others, is waiting to see
how it all plays out before he passes
judgment.
"I think it _takes a good fo-c or
six years once you cycle through
a graduating class to sec some
results," Kowalczyk said.
"The NCAA needs to get a
handle on things, but it's not going
to happen o\"emight."

Pats dump Colts; Manning,
rolls to Super Bowl XXXVIII

JUCO transfer has no
Owen's hustle,
hops making
him a fan favorite

fidence in college sports," McGillis
said.
"I also think it-will ~nhancc the
graduation rate and retention of
student athletes. I can't think of
any adverse impact of the proposals
being suggested."
But l\lcGillis, like Kowalczyk
and Elgin, is not ready to trumpet
Brand's plan as the NCAA's saving
grace quite yet.
McGillis said he would still like
the NCAA to consider more seriously a playoff system for Div. I-A
football.
."When C\"Cry sport that the
NCAA sponsors . at every level
decides its national championship
through ·a· playoff format except
for I-A football, I don't understand
that," McGillis said.
"Protecting the BCS schools
is the true reason behind i: and I
think that's something that needs
to be addressed."
HowC\-cr, ,vith the amount of
rcvcnuc currently generated by the
BCS series approaching astronomical figures, many .NCAA officials
arc hesitant to campaign for a
change.
"I think that's a situation where
someone's going to have to step
off the diving board first because
there's so much as stake," said Drake
Athletic Director Da\"e Blank.
"There's BCS games and !\larch
Madness and the amount of money
on the lir.c there and gi\"en out to

Jim Salisbury

. man Janis Green [lhrec sacks), kicker
.Adim Yinaticri [five field goals], running back Antowain Smith (100 ymls
(KRf) - In the days leading up on 22 carries].
to the AFC championship game, the
Head coach Bill Bclichick and
men who nuke up the New England defcnsi..-c cooniinator Romeo Crcnnd
Patriots' defense went to the m01oics.
also desm.-c to be on the list for installThey sat in the team's video room ing the game plan that ran Manning off
and \\-arched foottge of Ind" :i::polis the ro:i.l t:> the: Super Bowl.
*Our defense put a lot of heat on
Colts quartaback Peyton Manning
01,•crpowcr the Dem-er Broncos and him," Brady said. "All \\,:cl:, I s:r.v what
Kansas · City Chiefs in two playoff our scout team was going to do to him.
I said, 'Oh, God, I'm ghd I'm not going
games.
The Patriots saw l\lanning com- against them.~
plete 44 of 56 passes for 681 yards in
Bclichick w.is urn\illing to go into
the two games.They saw him throlv for dct:til about his defcn~h-c game plan,
but it was clear what he wantcr.1. his
eight touchdowns.
When the ,idco stopped and the team to do: Beat the ,\ill out of the
lights went on, the Patriots defenders Colts' ofrcnsj,,-c weapons.
made a pact.
"Our goal was to put pressure on
"In our meetings, \\"C said, 'That's [Maru::ngJ and disrupt his rcccr.-crs,"
not happening to us,'• lin-:backcrTcdy Bruschi said. "We didn't want to gn-c
Bruschi said. "The guy was on fire. He their rcccr.-crs any freedom _jam them
deserved a lot of credit for what he did at the line, put your hands on d=,
in those two games. But we weren't . make sure thcr get their jmcys dirt):
going to let hi::. doit here."
Wha!C\-cr play they r.in, m:wcrc t·v-ing
Against a backdrop of fulling snow, to stop it. As soon as he threw it, [the
the Patriots' defense followed through recm-crs] were going to get hit."
on that promise Sunday at Gillette
Said L.1w: "A team like that, with
Stadium and beat Manning and the all their weapons, )'OU don't want to run
C.:!:::,· 24-14, to ea.'TI their second trip stride for stride "ith them. The: only
to the Super Bowl in three years.
thing to beat speed \\ith is power."
The Patriots threw an aggrcsLaw did a job on Mannbg's fuvorsn-c p= rush at Manning and their ite target, Manin Harrison. He caught
defcnsh-c backs badgcrc:I his fleet band just three passes for 19 )-.utk
• of rcccr.-crs. All this led to the NFLs
"Mmin Harrison is his man," Law
ro-MVP throl,ing four intcrccpticns, said. "I was looking forw.ud to the
challenge all w:ck."
match:r.g a career high.
Without directly· sa)ing it, some
New England capped an undc:feared season at horrte in atcnding its CJts pbJm wondered whether the
officials had gi..-en the Patriots dcfcndwin streak to 14 games.
"Fourtccn in a row is g=t," qumcr- m wmc leeway in using their hands.
bJCkTom Brady said.
1bose guvs did what they had to
"But it's all for naught if we don't do," tight cr.d Marcus Pollard said.
get 15."
"They didn't get called for it. Keep
Brady wa: one of many Patriots doing it. I uts off to them. They for=l
heroes.
us to do things we hadn't done all ycr
He completed 22 of37 pas-..cs for _tum01o'CIS,fumb!cs.Thcy;:stplayrda
237 yards and a touchdown.
g=t defcnsh-c g:unc.p
The rest of the list included corOffcnsj,,-cly, ·the Patriots &iled to
n ~ Ty
[three inten:tptions], fully build on their c.t'POmmities, but
sa.~cty l<Ddnc)· Harrison [one imcrccp- Y-maticri's leg w.u a nice insurance
tion and SC\-cral other key rays), line- . polic:):
.
.
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SPORTS

'§alukl:ffn!Jiidte;;r
~dnesday

~rsday

BASKETBALL

,

•l:¥c1t~I'.r¥l.:~7,;j:~~H:l,,;,ff,~Z-·I
TRACK

·

1

· -·'

. SIU running back Muhammad·
Abdulqaadir took part in the Vegas
Cla~c Saturday in Las Vegas and shined
in his chance to impress NFL scouts.
· Abdulqaadir ran the ball nine times

SPORTS CALENDAR ,
Ll@'esday

LSAT.

Abdulqaadir shines in

Vega~

'

~~~~~:~?Jt'i.:=~r~~

lost the game 14-7, but was a game-high
mark.
,
The game featured senior footbaU
players from across the counby hoping
to impress scouts and get a shot at
being drafted or earning a free.agent
contract in the NFL
.

Law Scbonl Mrois~ioo Ic:sr Pn:p:1rn1jon Pm~ram

Program material designed for current test.
Intensive course includes a full-length practice test.
Cost: $295 (Includes Textbook)
Class Meets: Saturdays and Sunday, 8am - 5~rit; '
. January 24'\ 25 th , 31 st and Feb . .l":·
'
Limited Enrollment -· Register Eariy

WOMEN'S 8ASKCTBALL
Redbirds 86, Salukis 56
SAWIQS
8<rwonr,r
O.Jones

Pinkston
Ctutch<t
Btown
Gc>od,Nn
Desamoun

Al.ines

·5 p.m.

NC State vs. Boston College ESPNl

6p.m.

Indiana vs. Ohio State ESPN
Kentucky vs. Tennessee ESPNl
Texas vs. Missouri ESPN

7p.m.
8 p.m.

:J~i~:it:~;_.c;·~·-~·_j

.tS. .,·;. :r:,:"'2:j .·'~~,~~ .. : -~~.

[iao' ll"A°SKET R,}LL
0

ti~oHoc:Kt;i]2::.~::L::0.:0.i (.

1-1
1-3

I

0-0
1·2

I

0

0

· .. •:>.\_ :":· -

~.j

Ne; games televised locally

1Cubd>insli9M00
Humn
14
3-4
l
O
10WS
Sl-'4
U
II

5

9
1'

N

l'flunuJfl: FG 50.0, FT 70.0 lluM,polnt eooJs:
11-21, 38.l'Mt (Hustcn 3-4, Donc>t_, 2", O'Brien
l·l. l.lcCarmadr. l·l. Kul5chimlJ M) Blocb: I
~IJ(Don...,..,3,0'Brien3,Kttney2,

c;,.....,

Men's Basketball
M_VC Overall
W
S. Illinois

W

o

6

12

Player, School
PPG
Brooks, S. Illinois
t 6.3
[Sommerville; Bradley'.,::,,,; ;; ts.!}

L.

2

[Creighton ..<•, S.'.; I ;\'13~ ·
· N.1owa

9

5

l.MS,:: >~ :3\2:::i'½L-6 J
Wichita St.

fo7;ie ,'

3

3

10

Levansyille ..:

I

>· 1

5

5

·,~

9

:s~2-:?il1

Saturday's games:
Creighton 72, Evansville 53
s. Illinois 72, Bradley 62
Indiana St. 64, Wichita St. 63
N. Iowa 76, Drake 56

Player, School

Gruber, N. Iowa

6.9

r~sMs\, ·;;:,;;-;· C:• • -::.'. , ~

4

2

6

3

2

8

5

~cr2~0s;:-,-;::·&1
Wichita Sl

3

2

10

[EV3nsvilte,;~:- · \(~~T~4~·-~~~~·97
N.lowa.

I

.,

3

10

[iiil~~;-:Ei.!J
Friday's results:
Indiana St. 91, S. ll!ir.ois 58
Illinois St. 91, Evansville E-4

Saturday's re!iults: .
SMS 86, Creighton 80
.• Wichita St. 7!>, Drake 66
· · Bradley 53, ~- Iowa 5~ ·
Sundafs games:·
Illinois St. 86, S. lllino!s 56
Indiana St. 82, Evansville 51

z~
3.9

Fc..A WI A PF PT
6-14
s 3 l 12
6-10
l
4
1 17
2
J.7
l
l 11
~
1-4
6 2 7
Turnot
3.7
D
5
7
\\\Dis
4
6
J.S
0
0w<n
0
I
5
2·2
Tatum
7
J.l
D
2
0
0-2
I
I
Young
10WS
11•5'
JS
II l2 12
~FG5(ll),fT80.0lluM,polnteooJs:
6-20, 30- (Huston 2", l(oJn 2~ Turne, 1~
T.un 1-1, 11.-cob 0-3, Young ~2) 8locb: 7 (\\lllis
Brool<s. 1C0m. T"""'- Ow<n) Turnoftn: 15.
(tl.linlon 5. Broob 4, Kon\~ Youn&, Wmffl,
·. Tat,m) si..is: 9 (l(cm 2, Turner 2, Broob 2, V'11n. ·
Kam

7

4:2

MEN'S BASKETBALL .
Salukis n. Braves 62
Broob

f~fa. :·- ~~ sJ
Drake

5.3

~cKinney, Creight~:n> ., ;.
Randolph, Drake_

SAWXIS

8

~gh~11._~7:'.7'71"~111'f't:"]
. lninoisSl

APG

Robir.on, Bradley

w
0

6.7

~3r, Eval\S\1lle ··~ :: '. ·, ;;4.91

Women's Basketball
·MVC Overall
4

BradfeC. ':::....:. &.aj

Player, School
Holman, Wichita SL

#~MliC STANDINGS:,J
w

RPG
72

ISommeMlle;
Randle, SMS

-

MN
Jl
30
l4
30
2·'
IS
IS
11
6

i

Hoinlol'.';':.,<o':)
8RAV'.S
MN
J6
24
5
30
J6
20·
Rubinson
28
Sugp .
19
Ad.lrni
2
5ommeMII,,

,F.-Anor
Ll'OZ
TM
~
Paul

rows

•

FC-A WI A PF PT ..,
6-14
4
1 4 15 •..
4-5
8 :·, O 2 12
0-l
0 '•'·I
0 0
2•7
4
6
l
6
2-7 , . l
O l ll
1-1
2
0
0
5
W
I
6 l ,7
1-4
I
l
l
4
0-1
0
0
0 0

••so

n

11

1a u

Po,uablfl! FG 38.Q;FT 826 lluM,polnt pis:
5-1&, 31.l'Mt ~ Hi, CiJ;nghom l·l.
llobin,on 1•2, Paul 1-1, Mains 0-1, Sugp 0-1 0
T.wi0-1, Mroz0-1) lllodJ:2 (~SUg:;,)
Tlltn<wffl:14~4.Ta..i:,.rou!lnor:,.
Sc,n'fflffiille 2, Mro:.' i'aul) SlolJ: oi (Fr.ilknor l,

GilliP.it,am2.l'...i)

5AWklS
8<fWanger

MN
ll

O.Jones

. 25

Pinkston

ll

CnJtd,tt

2l

Btown

Schneidennan, UNI

....

86

30

S6

Experience Indoor Football Fun and Excitement on our
State-of-the-Art Turf!
Weekday nights, & Sundays
Starts January 25th.
·0 sGames
4iP 1 vs. 7
~ Football, Jer.,eys, Belt and
Flags supplied for games
$

e

8

395 per team

. · . .

~

~~!J!.,,;
a~ &:J

lnd',v11l~1al ~egastratlon A=!lt~ $45 ,Q.
(For ir.miduals, Sports Bwt wiD

match players and create a teamJ

'P~'

~-

..

Sports Blast is a premier state-of-the-art indoor
sports facility and practice home for SIU Football.

·

Behind Univtrsity Mall
1215 E. Walnut Stnll
Carhond1le IL 62902-3427
618-529-5511

!!1!!!:~.~:~,
foathalli,iSportsBl • st.nlt

Register In person, by phone, or onllne.

Sycam1>res 91, Salukis 58

14

FC-A.
2·7
J.16
4-U
J.7
2•7

l{ll
13
I
,7
10
3

A
I
I
l,
I
2
I
0
0
0
0
0
l

PF PT
l
5
3 7
4 12
6
l
5 4
3 16
D
l
0 0
0 0
D 0
I 0
4
6

4-6
II
0-1
0
Au,es
I
4
0-1
0-1
0
Morris
3
0-1
I
M.ldtn
ID
0
0-3
Haydon
9
l(!
J.7
3
C.Jones
21-&9
Sl
11
n S&
10TW
~FGJ0.4.FT&l.9 Tbrft.pointpls:
J.111, 16.7<lb(Pinkslon2-e,O.Jones 1-e.Hayd,no2) Blc·b:2 (Goodman 2 ) - l S (Pinkston
5,C.Jones5.Crufmttl.Madur•2,Akines2,
Haydon 2, 2, 0. Jones 2, Goodman I,
BnMn ') Sluls:6(Pinkston2. B,rwong,,2,0.
~Crutch,,)
Sn:AMORES MN FC-A R£B A Pf PT
7
0
3 9
Rt>odes
11
3-6
·21
4
Hlebo,y
D I u
S-6
l.isd,
J.10
2
ll
3 4 7
1lw1d,or
1
7
27
2·5
l
3
7-9
8
3 25
l
29
~
26
4-9
7
3
I
II
w.ddle
Galb,M!,
l
0
2 6
20
H
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1-4
7
I
2 2
.4
15
I 2 6
Hal
H
2-l
9
0
6
HffldridJon
I
l
10'IAIS
Sl-"
'2
lO ll ti
,-emain: FG 48.S. FT 66.7 Thfft1>01nt p:!s:
5-14.3S.7'lb(lloeg!i,,2·3.w.ddlel·S,lhalchef
1-:l, Galb,M!, 1·2, 111,bo,y 0-1) lllocb! 2 (lisd\
Galb,oith)1bnl0ftr1: IJ (M>enpM 4, Gal!Y.oith 2,

Goodman

Arum

Sunday's results:
Illinois St. 54 vs. SMS 42

SMS

14.6

. Reboundine

,3,~3··:?Til

~gi-adl~-._:.>-·.·._~ · . 1 ~ ~ :···:!

155

Arnold, Illinois St.

6

Indiana SL

Illinois SL

Gillingham, Bradley

~ass; Indiana St/',' j,.} ~ 15.4 !

Sb-., I, l.lcCarmadr. I, HorPAS 1,
I,
1Cubd>ins1i I) Stuls: 14 (O'Brien 5. McConnack l,
Kttn,y 2. TlflwlD 2, Donc>ton I, Sbobilov• I)
42
' 26

-INDOOR ARENA FLAG FOOTBALL

2

0
0
• I
l

c;,.....,

Detroit vs. Indiana Fox Midwest

6 p.m.

5
·4

I O l
000
Haydon·
3
0 0
l ·
C.Jones
5
3-6
2
4 6
10TAIS
2HJ
J9
U ll
H·
l'flunuJfl:FC.39.7,FT 16.7 Tbrft.pointeo-Js:
S-lll.27.tl'lb(D.lones2•7,o...mour.o-1,Pinks10rl
1·5. Haydon 1·2, ' - 1·3) 8locb: 111amc.-,,c.,,
24 (Clutch<, 5. Desamoun 4, BfflNong,, 3,
Pinbton 3. 0. Jones 2, Btown 2, C. Jones I, Haydon
I, Goodman 1, ' - 1 ) Staals: 0
REDBIRDS
MN FC-A R£B A
PT
Donc>t..
302-675
24
Kttn,y
24
0-l
S
2
6
Sbabalov•
lS
~
8
2
ID
O'Brien
291-llS
13
l.lcCarmadr. 31
1-l
6
2
II
Hor•us
10
0-0
o
o
2
TlflwlD
0-0
I
o
2
0-0
I
I
0
l'.hite
14
0-1
5
I
4
Word
40-030
0

'Hampton

ON THE AIR TONIGHT
[soL~.E~l~~ ~,.~-K£TDA'~i, :.~-- ~~--~~· -~-.

MN FC-A R£B A Pf PT
26
J.7
10
1 2 7
39
2-9
3
5 .2 6
26
J.10 . 3
l
3 7
28
9-16
5
2 S 18
60-04130
25
l•l,
5
0
I
2
9
1-6
I
DI 2

25
6

Hmdridson. Hall, tlcqlin. lhatdlet Li>ch. lil<bovy.
Rhode,) Sltols: 14 (ti>ch S. &,p, 4,
2,
w.ddlelhatdletH!ebo,y)

i......,,...

S,u,nor,s

SaMis

51
lS

40

91

Jl

58

5 50

1 Rails, Michelob
. Michelob Light,
&Mii:helob Ultra
s2 Keystone Light Pitche
Bottles
_.,.,
&50¢Pints
.
'--~:~
l'>., ..,.-r-f
·
.
.. ·
:..::- '·,: :-',:_/-,'.=: ·-: ~ s2Lang Islands &Long Beaches

Ti'1}.~'.

=l:.'lue··,.tJi! ~-.S;soR·
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,;:..; ·_!:,,.
a,. .. .
.. .
517 S. Illinois'• On the Strip • 549-STIX

IF YOU WiLVT
TO EARN.EXTRA
~IONEY•• ~ ..

Plasma is used to make medicines that sa\·e
lives. Donating, you sit b:ick in a lounge
chair and read, study, t:llk or just meet people
in a place filled with friends. Find ou1 how
thousands of students cam e:\tra spending
money while at SIU Carbondale.

DCI Biologicals
301 W Main St. .529-324f

r -.--- -:-.---:.- 7
,Special ~10.0Q'er~ :'

I. >Bring this
. All New Donors , O j
ad and m:civc 5 extra on
1

·

·'

the 2nd and 41h dona~ion

·

Carbondale Cio/
Calendar

by Cindy NelGon,
Animal Control
Officer

The Essence
of Obedience Training
Obedience training is another means for
keeping your puppy happy. Obedience training
brings order out of chaos and appeals to the
dog's need for pack security. The canine
mentality thrives on family life, leaders. and
followers and a safe place to live.
Obedience training is based on the dog's
acceptance of the human's position of
dominance and the animal's desire to please.
After the dog is taught an obedience command,
he is praised for executing the command
properly and corrected when he docs not. Praise
or reward is usually in the form of an
enthusiastic verbal compliment such as "Good
girl. What a good dog!" Sometimes it is a pat on
the body. Many trainers use food tidbit; for this
purpose. A dog being obedience-trained works
tor your praise or reward. It tells him that you
are pleased and thus reinforces the teaching of
each command. Praise may be given lavishly
but should not be squandered. When training
your dog, be certain he has really earned the

reward. Every time you praise your dog, you are
teaching him to do whatever he did just before
the reward was given.
A correction is a signal to the dog that he did
not obey a command or execute it properly. The
traditional correction is a tug of the leash, which
is attached to a training collar.
This
communicates a negative message because it is
usually accompaniecf by an authoritative "NO"
from the trainer. There should never be any pain
or abuse connected with this gesture. It is simply
a means of communicating that the dog was
wrong. Some trainers advocate the use of a
noise-maker (e.g., empty soda can with pennies
inside) for this purpose. Corrections must never
be mistaken for punishments. Punishment is not
humane, nor is it an effective teaching method.
If you learn when and how to effectively praise
or correct your dog, you will have at your
fingertips the primary means of communicating
with him. Praise is the language of dogs and
people.

2004 Dog License Renewal
NOW IS THE TIME to get your 2004 Dog completed form with a check or money order
License in the City Clerk's Office. You should ($7.00 - non-neutered· Sl.00 neutered) for each
have already received your renewal form in the dog to the City Clerk's Office and your dog's
mail. If not, c.:11 the City Clerk's Office 457- license will be mailed to you. You may also
3281 or e-mail cnelson@ci.carbondale.il.us, to come to the City Clerk's Office at 200 South
receive an application form. All dogs over four Illinois Avenue which is open from 8:00 a.m to
(4) months of age and living in the city limits of 5:00 p.m., Monday through Friday.
Carbondale must be licensed. Mail the

January
Date

City Council
Meeting

Wednesd,1y
ith & 21st

Planning
Commis~ion

Mon/12th

Park District
Board

Mon/12th

Human Relations
Commission
Preservation
Commission
Tues/6th
Partnership For
Disabilitv Issues
Wed/14th
Carbond,1le
Library Board
Thurs/15th C.C.H.S. Dist. :165
Board
Thurs/22nd School Dist. :95
Board

1. Keep you cat inside.
2. Bang on the hood of your car,
to make sure no cats are inside.
3. Keep you dog on the leash especially during
a snowstorm. Dogs can loose their scent
and become lost.
4. Wipe off your dog's legs and stomach when
she comes in out of the wet weather.
5. Sweaters for short haired dogs are a plus.
6. Never leave your dog or cat alone in a car
during cold weather.

7. If your dog is old or ill, take him outdoors
only long enough to relieve himself.
8. If your dog is outside a lot of the time, increase his food supply, particularly protein.
9. Leave your dog's coa: in a longer style to
provide more warmth. Brush him often.
10. Make sure your companion animal has a
warm place to sleep far away from all drafts
and off the floor, such as in a dog or cat
bed or basket with a warm blanket or
pillow in it.

CITY OF CARBONDALE
200 South llllnols Avenue
Post Office Box 2047
Carbondale, Illinois 62902-2047
(616} 549-5302

Brad Cole, Mayor
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Margaret Flanagan, Councilwoman
Corene McDaniel, Councilwoman
Chris Wissmann, Councilman
Sheila Simon, Councilwoman
Steven Haynes, Councilman
Lance Jack, Councilman
Jeff Doherty, City Manager

Carbondale Communique is written bv the
City of Carbondale to provide residents and
businesses with municipal ne~s.
Jean Garrett, Editor
For More lnformatio~ on
City Government:
www.ci.carbondale.il.us
AM Radio 1620
Cable TV Channel 16

The Preservation News
article in the November
Communique incorrectly
named Architect Thad
Heckman as serving on the
RBF Board ,-JFP. The RBF
Board NFP consists of
Cornelius Crane, H.F.W.
Perk, John Johnson, Joni
Reeves, and Architect
Robert Swenson.

Meeting

\lv'ednesday
4th & 18th

Planning
Commission

Tuesday
3rd & 17th

City Council
Meeting

Mon/9th

Park District Bo,1rd

Mon/2nd

Hum,1n Relations
Commission
Preservation
Commission
Carbond,,le
Library Bo.1rd
Energy &
Environmental Comm.

Wed/11th
Thur/12th

Thurs/19th C.C.H.S. Dist. :165
Board
Thurs/26th School Dist. :95
Board

1301 E. Walnut
Cafeteria
Middle School,
1150 E. Grand

7:00 pm

7:00 pm

7:00 pm

6:30 pm
7:00 pm
1:30 pm
4:30 pm

7:00 pm

Place

Time

Civic Center,
200 S. Illinois
Televised LiveCityVision 16
Civic Center,
200 S. Illinois
TelevisedCitvVision 16
Civic Center,
200 S. Illinois
TelevisedCityVision 16
Civic Center,
200 S. Illinois
City Hall,
200 S. Illinois
405 W. Main St.

7:00 pm

7:00 pm

7:00 pm

6:30 pm
7:00 pm
4:30 pm

Civic Center,
200 S. Illinois

7:00pm

1301 E. Walnut
Cafeteria
Middle School,
1150 E. Grand

7:00 pm
7:00 pm

•All Meetings are held at the City Hall/Civic Center unless
indicated otherwise. City Hall will be closed on February 16.

Wood Chips
Available Again
From time to time the Public
Works Department will h.:ve a
supply of wood chips available to
City of Carbondale resident;, for
use in personal landscaping or
corr.posting. This material is a byproduct of the For~try Division's
prowams for Tree Trimming and
Rep,acement and Christmas Tree
Recycling and are FREE to those

lime
7:00pm

February

Mon/9th

Correction

Place

Civic Center,
200 S. Illinois
TelevisedCityVision 16
Civic Center,
200 S. Illinois
TelevisedCityVision 16
Civic Center,
200 S. Illinois
TelevisedCityVision 16
Civic Center,
200 S. Illinois
City Hall,
200 S. Illinois
Civic Center
200 S. Illinois
405 W. Main St.

•All Meetings are held at the City Hall/Civic Center unless
indicated otherwise. City Hall will be closed on January 1
for New Years Day and on January 19th in honor of
Martin Luther King.

Date

Cold Weather Tips

Meeting

Tuesday
6th & 20th

who reside within the City Limits
of Carbondale. Chips may be
picked up during normal working
hours at the Public Works
Maintenance Facility located at
212 West Willow-Michaels Street
entrance. For more information
contact the City Fcrester at:
549-5302, ext. 332, or Office 4
Personnel at 457-3275.

--
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Caty of Carbondale

looking Back on 2003
A person cannot
look oack on 2003 in
Carbondale without
feeling a strong sense
of excitement about
the future of our
community. So much
occurred in the past
year that laid the
foundation for community growth and
progress in the coming
years.
Within Carbondale
City government, the City land along the south side of
Council expanded from five Walnut Street is targeted for
to seven members. This redevelopment by the TIF
reflected the desire of Project. Construction on new
citizens to increase the businesses is expected to
opportunity for
repre- begin in 2004.
If the foundation for comsentation from all segments
of Carbondale's diverse pop- munity growth was laid in
ulation. The interest to serve 2003, tne cornerstone was
in City government has never the opening of the new
been higher .as witnessed by Carbondale
Community
a recora twenty-four can- High School campus. The
didates i11 the City election.
new high schoof facility
Former Mayor Neil Dillard now matches the excellent
did not run for reelection academic standards for
after sixteen years as which CCHS is known. Also,
Carbondale Mayor. The the new CCHS serves as one
longest serving Mayor in of the anchors in the
Carbondale history retired Superblock Complex joining
with a long list of accomp- the Carbondale Middle
lishments that provide School and the recreational
a challenge to match and fields.
build upon. Also, two-term
The community's investCouncilman Mike Neill did ment in education has not
not return to the City only included a new high
Council.
school, but also the reBrad Cole was elected as placement, expansion, and
the youngest Mayor (31) to renovation of the elementary
serve Carbondafe and he school facilities. During
assumed office on May 6. the past year, Carbondale
Joining Mayor Cole on the Elementary School District
expanaed City Council were No. _95 completed t_he exholdovers Maggie Flanagan pans1on and rl'novatmns of
and Corene McDaniel, lewis, Parrish and Thomas
and newcomers' Chris Schools that complemented
Wissmann, Sheila Sim~ the two-year-old Carbondale
Steven Haynes, and Lance Middle School in the
Jack.
elementary school district's
The new City Council set por:tfolio o_f. !f10dern eduthe stage for new communitY. cat1onal fac1ht1es.
growtn when it adoptea
Very few things in
a comprehensive
and Carbondale can create as
aggressive new housing m!,IC~ ex-cite'!lent as a
program. Designed to meet winning Saluk1 team. We
Mayor Cole's goal of 2G!l were treated well this past
new homes in the next three year by Paul Kowalczyk's
years, the housing program athletic departme_nt. Saluki
provides financiol incentives basketball made its second
tor new subdivisions and for NCAA appearance and its
new home construction on first MTV appearance. S:iluki
existing lots in the city.
softball gained new fans as it
"With
more
than advanced to the NCAA
$1 million in public Sweet 16 :or the first time
investment, this is by far the ever.. Saluki baseball showed
most aggressive home that its ~eydays ~re returning
construction P.rogram in the by coming within one game
reg.ion," proclaimed Mayor ot advancing to the. NCAA's.
Co1e. "We want people in Most_ recently, Saluk1 football
southern Illinois to know re-mmded us of how fun
that Carbondale is family- the fall season can be
friendly; we want peoP.le to by becoming co_nference
come home to Carbonaale." champs and advancing to the
The new City Council also NCAA's 1-M playoffs.
initiated the establishment of
Sports can create exCarbondale's
first Tax citement for residents and
Increment Finance (TIF) produce economic activity
District that will provide the for busi-nesses within the
incentives to redevelop some community. Through the
of. the community's most Carb_?ndale Conventton and
v1s1ble and deteriorated Tourism
Bureau,
a
areas. land between Main Carbondale Sports ComStreet and Walnut Street from mission was created to take
the railroad tracks east to advantage of the excellent
Logan Street as well as some sports
facilities
in

Carbondale and at SIU.
The commission has
brought together, SIU,
City, Carbondale Park
District,
and
the
Carbondale elementary and high school
districts to support and
develop sporting events
in Caroondale.
Carbondale was the
host commur:ity for the
2003 Illinois High
School Assoc-iation
Girls Golf Tournament held
at Stone Creek Golf Course.
High
schools
from
throughout the state sent 134
golfers to Carbondale for
three days for the first ever
IHSA Sate Tournament in
southern Illinois. The efforts
of Carbondale Community
High School's and Southern
Illinois Universicy's athletic
departments and more than
300 volunteers helped make
Carbondale the model host
community for an IHSA
event.
It is not the most exciting
or romantic part of building
for the future, but growtn
cannot occur without an
adequate public infrastructure.
Carbondale's
growth throughout the 1990s
almost doubfed the sewage
loads handled by tne
Southeast Wastewater Treatment Plant and caused the
plant to reach its capacity.
Construction began in 2003
on the $11 million expansion and upgrade of the
plant to prov1ae sewage
treatment for Carbondale's
future growth in comP.liance
with state and federal
regulations.
Propert}'. tax bills in
Carbondale were a little
lighter in 2003 as the City
eliminated the City Government tax levy. The City's
approximate $1 million tax
levy in the past had
accounted for about 7
percent of the total property
tax bill in Carbondale.
The City's ability to
eliminate its property tax is
based on tne strong
commercial activity in the
city that produces sales tax
for City operations. Anchoring Carbondale's commercial growth has been the
redevelopment
of the
University Mall with the
additions of Bed Bath and
Beyond, Michaels, Kerasotes
Theater, Hollister and Co.
and other fine stores
during the past year. The
City's partnership wi,il the
University Mall has provided
the environment for the mall
redevelopment that will
continue in 2004.
In later Y.ears, as we
witness growth and progress
in Carbondale, the year 2003
can step and proclaim that it
P.layed a large J?arl in setting
the _growth and progress in
motion.
!cf,! Doherty, City Manager

www.ci.carbondale.il.us

From the Mayor's Desk
This time of year - the start of
a new year - brings many people
the opportunity to reassess ilieir
personal and professional lives
and identify points of strength
and weakness. Usually tnis
means that people will make
resolutions about losing weight
or getting in better physical
shape, maybe being nicer to coworkers and in-laws, and other
such good natured causes.
Perhaps some of those
resolutions for 2004 will be
similar to last year's goals, which
just didn't quite reach fulfillment
Lui still deserve attention.
While resolutions for the
future are often positive steps
toward correcting a problem or
altering a flawed pattern or
personality trait, let's not forget
to look back and reflect on the
past year. In fact, when we look
ahead to anything or make
resolutions about future change,
we should always also look back
over what has already
transpired.
2003 was a good year.
Specific to the city government, 2003 was the capstone to
a long and distinguished career
for retired Mayor Neil Dillard.
His administration saw many
positive changes come to
Carbondale ano for that the
community poured out its
respect and admiration time and
again at the ballot box.
The 2003 calendar also
sported the opening of the new
Carbondale Community High
School campus and its related

Mayor Brad Cole
facilities. Great improvements
and nationally known, new store
openings at University Mall also
happened, and continue to
happen. And who could forget
about the Saluki Football team
th~t. re-inspired. the region with
spmt and excitement over a
squad of first-class student
athletes on the campus of
Southern Illinois University.
These are just a few of the things
we should look back over as we
begin to look ahead.
For this community, it is easy
to look back and say that 2003
was a good year and that we are
collectively resolved to making
2004 somehow better. I hope
you can join me in that effort.
Happy New Year!
Brad Cole, Mayor

Police Officers Receives
Award from American
Legion, Post #514

Delbert Koch, Commander of the 25th District of
' the American Legion, presented to Officer Jeff Gill,
The Carbondale American Legion Medal of Heroism

Carbondale Updates
It's Building & Property
Maintenance Codes
On October 21, 2003 the
Carbondale City Council
,1pproved the adoption oi the
2003 Edition oi the International
Code Council'< International
Building Code, International
Residential
Code
and
International Property Maintenance Code. The new codes
becar.ie effective on November
I, 2003. The new codes are a
combination of the City's
formerly
adopted
BOCA
National Building Code, and two
other codes that are common in
other areas oi the country the
tlCBO Uniform Building Code
and the SBCCI Standard Building
Code).
Very similar in scope and
content to previous codes

adopted by the City; the ICC
codes will help the City to
maintain the Building &
Neighborhood Services departments Insurance Services
Organization rating of four (4)
which can benefit the residents
of Carbond,1le with lower
insurance premiums. Buildings
that were under design or
construction at the time oi
adoption oi the new codes will
be allowed to continue and be
completed within the parameters
of the previously adopted code.
For answers to questions
regarding the new 2003 Edition
oi the ICC Codes, please contact
the Building & Neighborhood Services Manager at
(618) 457 - 3237.

Revolving Loan Fund
For Business
The City of Carbondale has at least one-half of the project's
available a Community Develop- iunding. Investments made into
ment Assistance Program (CDAP) the business prior to the approval
revolving loan fund which can oi the RLF loan are not counted
be used for the establishment or toward the private or other
expansion oi businesses within public financing requirement.
the City of Carbondale. When
The purpose of the loan
the City makes a loan from the program is to create jobs for low
CDAP Revolving Loan Fund and moderate income persons.
(RLFl, it must do so in conformity At least one job must be created
with Federal and State laws and for each S10,000 of RLF iunds
regulations. Loans may be made invested in a project. Also at least
to for-profit or not-for-profit 51 % of all jobs created or
businesses for fixed assets retained JS a result of a RLF loan
including land, buildings, must go to low or moderate
machinery and equipment income persons.
(inciuding new construction or
Persons interested in applying
renovation of facilities\ and to for a RLF loan are encouraged to
provide working capital. RLF contact Assistant City Manger
interest rates are below Donald Monty at City Hall (200
commercial lending rates. S. Illinois Ave.) (549-5302) to
Financing from individuals, receive additional information
financial institutions and/or other and a loan application.
public sources must account for

Affordable
Child Care
The Illinois Department of
Human Services is administering
a progra,n to provide child care
support for worh1g iamil;e;.
There is an emphasi; on
providing subsidies for child care
ior working paren!s. L.:nder
certain cirn·rnstances, persons in
training programs may also
qualiiy for subsidized child care.
It the child is to be eligible ior
subsidized care, the p.. rent!sl
must also meet an income
eligibil:· · test based on the size
oi the fan1ily. Based on family
· ize and income, the Stal"'
requires the parents to pay a copayment for the child care.
There are now spaces
available for Pnrolling new
children at the Eurma C. Hayes
Child Care Center operated by
the City of Carbondale for this
afforcfable child care program.
Parents interested in 1tnrolling
their children should cor;t.:!..'1 the
Eurma C. Hayes Child Care
Center at ¥; East Willow Street
or by callii1g 457-3302.
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Deborah
Nelson
Appointed
City Attorney
Deborah Nelson has been
appointed Citv Attorne: by City
,\ lanager leii Doherty.
Nelson has served as Assistant
City Attorney ior the City oi
Carbondale since 1997. Prior to
working with the City1 she was a
Staff Attorney for the Legislative
Reference Bureau in Springfield,
Illinois. Nelson is , 1994
graduate of the Southern Illinois
University School of Law. Sh..:
earned a Bachelor of Science in
Paralegal Studies in 1991 from
Southern Illinois University
Carbondale.
"Debbie has consistently
demonstrated her solid legal
abilities while serving as
Assistant City Attorney,• City
Manager Doherty said when
making the announcement. "She
has earned this opportunity and I
am co;ifident that she will be an
outstanding City Attorney.•

It's C Id Outside
Save Energy Inside Your Home
1he blast of cold air in midDecember was a reminder of
what winter can be like in
Carbondale. When it is cold
outside, we all rely on some
form of heating device to keep
our homes warm. Providing
the heat uses energy for which
we have to pay. There are
several steps that can be taken
to reduce the use of energy
,1nd save money while keeping
warm.
Make sure your heating
system is efficient and
operating properly. H,we a
professional examine your
system to make sure it is
performing well. 11,is is ,1lso a
safety factor since gas and fuel
oil iumaces c,m be a source of
deadly carbon monoxide. Be
sure that iurnace filters are
clean. If they are dirty, the ian
won't be effective in delivering
the heat to the rooms where
you need it. Check the heating
ducts for leaks. Leaky ducts let
heat go to places where you
may not want it, ior example
in your basement or crawl
space. Consider replacing an
old thermostat with a
programmable thermostat. A
programmable thermostat will
let you set temperatures ior
different times of the day. Why
heat the house as warm when
you are gone to work or
school? Even without a
programmable thermostat, you
can manually adjust your

thern1ostat down as you leave again, proper application of
ior the day and tum it back up caulk will eliminate the
when you return home. problem. Doors are a major
We.iring warmer clothing, will place for cold air to enter your
let you tum the thermostat home. Check to see if the door
down too. A significant has proper weather stripping.
investment, but one that can A one-quarter inch gap at the
pay for itself in just a few years, bottom of the door is the same
is to replace an older furnace as having a nine square inch
with a new one. For example, hole in the side of the wall.
many new gas furnaces are Having a proper fitting storm
rated as eighty or ninety door will help keep the warm
percent efficient. Old furnaces air in and cold air out. Electric
were much less efficient and outlets and switches provide
as a result used more energy to openings in the wall which let
create the same amount of air in and out of the home. It is
easy to take the ,:over off of the
heat.
Check out your home for switch or outlet box and insert
places where you are losing a foam insulating sheet. Also
heat or where cold air is check ior air leaks where pipes
entering.
Exterior walls, and wires come through the
ceilings, and floors should be floor from the basement or
insulated. Windows should be crawl space, through the
double-pane. If you have old ceiling or from a garage. These
single-pane
windows, places also can let pests (such
consider replacing them with as roaches and mice) get into
double-pane windows or your home.
install storm windows over
For more information about
them. For a temporary how you can safe energy costs,
measure, you can creatP a contact Dr. Manohar Kulkarni
storm window by using plastic at the Rebuild Carbondale
sheeting. Look and feel for Partnership. Call -i53-3221 or
leaking air around the edges of visit the Rebuild Carbondale
window and door frames. website at \V\vw.engr.siu.edu/
Caulk any leaks that you find. rebuild. If you are interested in
Also look for leaks around buying a programmable
other openings from the thermostat
Rebuild
outside into yo•!r home. Carbondale will provide a
Anywhere pipes or wires go "S25.00 Off' rebate for the
through the outside wall or purchase
from
Rebuild
foundation there is a chance Carbondale retail partner
for cold air to enter. Once Murdale True Value.

Preservation News.BE.El
Carbondale
Recognized For
Certified Local
Government
Status
Illinois Historic Preser✓ation
Agency (IHP,\l Director,
Maynard Crossland, recognized the City of Carbondale
for maint,1ining its Certified
Local Government status
following a rigorous evaluation, an indication th;it th~ Mayor Brad Cole accepting a cerUficate from Maynard
City continu~: to place a high Crossland, Director of the Illinois Historic Preservation
pri011ty on historic preser- Agency for the City of Carbondale's participation in
vation.
'Carbondale passed its latest the State's Certified Local Gcvernment Program.
evaluation with flying colors," Photo courteS}' of the Carbondale Times.
said Crossland. "They are an
example to other Illinois
participation in the local Historic PrP.servation
communities who want to preserve their heritage.'
Program.
The evaluation is requested every three years by
Carbondale first adopted a Historic Preservation
the U. S. Department of the Interior, National P.1rk Ordinance in 1989, formed a nine-member
Service, for communities that have achieved Preservation Commission, and has been active!}'
Certified Local Government status. The Certified promoting and pursuing historic preservation ever
Local Government (CLG) program was created in since. Carbondale first achieved CLG status in
1980 to recognize local governments who, through 1990.
their own initiative, have .1ctive local Historic
Certified Local Governments are eligible to
Preservation Programs. The CLG program is receive grant funds set aside specifically for 'CLG
administered in lllinois by IHP:\.
projects. They can also play a direct role in the
To qualify as a CLG, a municipality or county must National Register ·of Historic Places nomination
enact a Historic Preservation Ordinance and enforce process. Certified Local ·Governments form a
state and (ederal preservation laws. It must also nationwide network that provides valuable
maintain a qualified historic preservation review perspectives on historic preser,ation efforts. There
co111mission, a system for the survey and inventory of are currer,tly ·53 CLGs in Illinois and more than
historic properties, and. provide fo: public 1,400 in the nation.

Snow Routes

Transfer & Promotions

A snow emergency is
automatically declared whenE!':er an accumulation of snow
and/or ice exceeds two
inches. When this happens,
parking on any portion of a
street cfesignated and permanently marked as a snow
route is prohibited.
Permanent signs are posted
on each street that is. designated a snow route, and
those streets will be given
primary attention during snow
removal operations. If possible, move your car to the

driveway or garage. That way
your car won't 6e towed or
surrounded on three sides by
a pile of compacted snow.
As those streets designated
as emergency snow routes
become substantially clear of
snow and ice, edge to edge,
for the length of an entire
block, the. "no parking"
emergency is termindted and
you can park on the street If
you have. questions, please
contact Maintenance ar.d
Environmental Services at
457-3275.

Keep Sidewa!ks Free
of Snow and Ice
Deborah Nelson
City Attorney
Legal

Jeanne Hausman
Adrnin. Secretary
Planning Service

Corrine Williams
Child Care Teacher
Eurrr.a C. Hayes
Child Care Center

Recycle Your Old Phone Book
Until January 9, 2004, you can take your old
phone book to any of the following locations
for recycling!
El Greco's, 516 South Illinois
Neighborhood Food Co-op, 104 E. Jackson
KARCO Rec,,cl:ng, 1350 N. New Era Rd.
Schnucks, 915 W. Main
Kroger, 501 S. Giant City RD & Illinois 13 W.
Southern Recycling, 310 W. Chestnut
Memorial Hospital of Carbondale,
405 E. Jackson
Wal-Marl, 1450 E. Main
Phone directories are also being recycled in

Christmas Tree
Recycling Program
The Citv of Carbondale • Forestry Division will
conduct curbside Christmas Tree Recycling during
the four week period beginning January 5 and
ending lanuary 30, 2004.
• Trees should be placed ,11 curbside 0:1 the
same d,1y as the City collects refuse and recycling
in the resident's area.
• Collection and chipping will occur the
following dav.
l11ose wi~hing to discard trees at times othe;
than their no,m:11 reiuse d,w mav use one of the
following nPighborhood drop ot'i sites 1\VATCH
FOR SIGNS!:

• Public Works Complex on North
Michaels Street lat gate)
• East Recycling Drop-Off Center on East
College (across from Carbondale
Police Department)
• Parrish Park Parking Lot on \Vest
Sunset Drive (East end)
~ Attucks Park South Parking Lot on
North Wall Street
Questions about this program
may be directed to ~he
Environmental Services Manager
549-5302 ext. 275, or the City
Forester at 549-5302, ext. 332.

Snow and ice on sidewalks
are hazardous to f)edestrians,
rarticularly the elderly and
disabled. Carbondale also has
a large number of school-and
college-aged residents who
get to and from school as
pedestrians. In recognition of
the hazards caused by snow
and ice on public sidewalks, a
City ordinance exists which
requires the owners and
occupan~ of properties
adjoining public sidewalks to
keep those sidewalks clear of
snow or ice accumulation.

freezing rain on the sic.:iwalk
becomes so hard that it
cannot
be
reasonably
removed without damaging
the walk. In these situations, a
sufficient amount of sand,
cinders, or some other
abrasive material should be
placed on the walk to make
travel reasonably safe until it
is possible to · remove the
frozen m1terial. Removing
snow from the walks as scon
as possible after the snowfall
usually makes th.:? snow
remov;,I process easier.

The City Ordinance
requires that a sidewalk path
of at least 30 inches wide be
cleared within 48 hours after
the end of snowfall or other
freezing
precipitation.
Sometimes snow, ice, sleet, er

:f you have any questions
about the City's snow/ice
removal requirements, pleas{'
contact the Builrfi;-:g and
Neighborhood
Services
Division at 457-3237.

Board of Fire and Police
Commissioners Police Exam
The Board or Fire and Police Cornrnlssloners will
conduct an examination for the position of
Potrc; Officer In the Civic Center, 200 South Illinois
Aver1ue, Carbondale, Illinois, at 8:00 a.m. SHARP,
Monday, February 9, 2004. A Physical Fitness
AssC!ssment will begin at 2.-00 p.m. for candidates
who pass the written examination.
To be eligible to take the exam, candidates must be a
citizen or the United States, possess a valid drivers
license, have no fr:lony or certain misdemennor
convictions, and be 20 years of age. Applicant.c; for a
pos\-=on In the Police Department shall possess 60
semester hours in education from an accredited
college or university, except that app\lcants who have
experier.r.e as a regular, full-lime police officer (at
least 37 + hours per week) AND who have graduated
frem a law enforcement training academy accredited
or appro\ ed by the Illinois Law Enforcement Training
and Stamlards Board may substitute s10:-Jl experience
and train: ng for the required educatic .n accordance
with th1? Govemlng Rules or the Bot.rd of Fire and
Police Commissioners.
A~pllcatlons and Pre-employment Agreements must
be on file In the City Clerk's Office by 5:00 p.m., Friday,
January 23, 2004. Applications are <1val\abte at the
City Clerk's Office, 200S. llllnolsAvenue, bytalllng
(618)457-3281 orbye-malllng
gdavls@cl.carbondala.ll.us. Yeti may also print the
application, pre-employment agreement arid
Information from the City of Carbondale's WebsIt~
www.d.carbondate.ll.us.
>

WE EHCDURAG!. FEMALE AND MINORITY APPLIC'AHTS
THE CITY OF CAR.BOHDALE ISAN EQUAL OPPORTVHITYEMPLOYER
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TRACK AND Fl ELD

·Room for improvement
despite weekend success
Green, Williams,
Rule wlnners at
Saluki Booster Invite
Drew Stevens

dsteveris@dailvegyptian.com
The SIU men's and women's
track teams won a combined nine
e\'ents at last weekend's Saluki
Booster lmitational - more than
any other competing school at the
two-day competition - but fell
short of winning the imite.
The Salukis posted a total of
29 top-five individual finishes and
one top-five relay between the two
teams.
SIU women's head coach Connie
Price-Smith was pleased ,vith the
effort her team ga\'e in what ;,.,1.~
the first meet for both squads coming off Christmas break.
"I think the kids came back, for
the most pllt, all of them came
back strong and ready to. roll;
Price-Smith said.
"Evezybody came back and competed hard, most of them:
Junior Venisha Williams won the
women's weight throw Friday night
.,..;th a toss of 53-11.75, nearlv two
feet longer than her opponenn.
"I could have done a lot bette,;
\Villiams said, "but I just went out
there and gave my best effort and
figured out that I needed to work
on the little things, and this time I
got some of those thin0rs together

and did much bctter.w
, , There. wasn't very much
Freshman sprinter Sherlenia
competition, but I should be
Green, who pbccd first in the 55meter dash and the 200 meter-dash, jumping over seven foot right
riow; that's what I'm jumping
also led the women. Green ran a
season-best time of7.12 in the 55·
in practice."
meter dash, onh· .01 seconds from
-Fred Rule
l)ing the fifth-best time in school
SIU junior track and field, high jumper
history.
·
\Vomc:n's · assistant
coach
Lawrence Johnson was extremely the men's pole vault Friday night
pleased with the performJnce. of with a height of 16-09. Scotten
his freshman sprinter and the team just missed clearing· the secondbest indoor mazk i~ school history,
o,·crall.
.
"\Ve like to win · our events, 17-01.
especially at our place for ow· fans · Junior Rob Duncan and freshand our crowd and all the s.:pport- nan Hunter Sheldon took the top
crs; Johnson said. "[Green] went two spots in the mile witn times
out there and cxc.:ut.:d just as we \\ith t:mc::: of 4:23.07 and 4:25.18,
prepare in practice. I couldn't ha,-e respecri,-ely.
Men's head coach Cameron
asked for a better race from her at
this point in the season.w
Wright th~ught his team gave
Senior captain Korto Dunbar a good effort but was not m-crly
got her first win of the season in excited about its performance.
•\Ve got a lot of work to do,"
the 55-meter hurdles with a time of
8.06, and sophomore Ty-Nica Da,is Wright said.
"We
got good talent on this
finished third in the 800-meter run
team. \Ve've got enough talent on
with a time of2:19.47.
For the men, junior Fred Ruic · this team to do some special things
won his second high jump comperi• this )'Car, but we ha\-e a lot of work
tion of the season with a leap of 6- todo.w
08. 75 but ,vas.dissatisficd ,~ith his
Both the men's and women's
squads will look to imprm-e this
performance.
"There wasn't very much com• weekend in the McDonald's
petition, but I should be jumping Invitational at the Recreation
over seven foot right now; that's Center.
what I'm jumping in practice,•
factoid: Both the SIU men's and women's
Rule said.
track and field squaw will be in action
"If you jump in practice SC\'en
Friday and Saturday at the McDonald's
foot, you gotta do it in a meet.w
lnvitiational The competition will be at the
Recreation Center.
Sophomore Ray Scotten won

AMBEII ARNOlD - DAII.Y EciYVJIAN

SIU freshman hurdler Leslie Murillo competes in the women's
55-meter hurdles Saturday at the Recreation · Center during the
Salul.i Booster Invitational.
.

MENS BASKETBALL

SIU men's basketball ties best confer~nce start in schooLhistory
some familiar ones.
Last season, the Salukis fell
ap.ut during the final 10 minutes
of the game in what was a forget·
table !oss. This time around, the
Zack Creglow
zcreglow@dailvegyptian.com
Salukis lit up the scoreboard down
the stretch to edge Bradley 72-62 in
The SIU men's basketball team the waning minutes.
"I nC\'Cr like pla}ing dierc,• said
experienced a serious bout of deja
SIU head coach Matt Painter. "I
\'\I Saturday at Carver Arena. It is
quickly becoming a common symp- don't know ifit is dark or the crm\·d,
tom every time the Salukis travd to but in my years here, we have always
had a dogfight there.w
Peoria.
For the first 30 minutes of
Where the Salukis failed last seathe Missouri Valley Conference son, junio! guard Stetson Hairston
contest, dtere were only a few dif- made sure to close the door on the
ferences from last }'Car's agonizing Bm-es. With Si seconds left and
77-73 overtime Bradley victory up 61-8, Hairston knoilid down a
- a few new names and the void of three-pointer from the right wing.

Salukis remain
undefeated in MVC

The win improved the Salukis' road
record to 6-1.
"We pla)-cd,with poise toward
the end,w said Hairston, who finished v.ith 11 points. "We kept
getting defensive stops. \Vith my
teammates, I feel like we can get a
stop when \\'C need to.w
Hairston's late-game heroics arc
starting to become the therr.e fc~
this season's squad, along ·vith a
different player stepping up in ,!ifferent ways each game.
"It is different from last year,"
Hairston said.
"They expect :ric to do more
stuff. this year. This year Darren
scores a lot of points and Brad has
stepped it up more, than people

40 national recruit .Marcellus
expected, and so has. Sylvester.
"I am right around where I ha,-e Sommmille scored -1S . points for
been damn near for my career. If it Bradley, on par with his season
iJn't my night, it is Darren's night average. ·
and so on. It seems like we pick and
The Dawgs went in to halftime
choo,;c.w
trailing 30-29 but went on a 17-7
S::nior Brad Korn tied his career- run topped off by a Bryan Turner
high in points \\i!h 17. The wiry three-pointer to give the Salukis a
6-foot-8 forward k.'!ocked down 48-41 edge with 12:38 remaining
2-of-4 from thrcc-poir:t range.
· in the game.
Darren Brooks, the -leading
With the win, the Salukis (12scorer in conference play \\ith a 2, 6-0) remained atop the Valley
15.2-point-per-gamc average, fin- st.:ndings, a full ga~e . ahead of
ished with 12 for the night. Those • Creighton. They are starting to
points, however, came 2gainst one attrar.t national attention, with
of the· best on-the-ball defenders ES}'.N.com ranking SIU the No. 5
in the Valley in the Braves' James mid-major team in the na~on.
Gillingha.Ti.
Iowa transfer and former topSee UND~FEATED; page 20

